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Foreword

China’s grey-zone activities are perplexing on several levels. The reasons for them are often uncertain, the gains from the high costs involved in undertaking them seem limited and the ways to respond to them puzzling. Even so, they are an important part of the current geostrategic situation. The 2020 Australian Defence Strategic Update directed Defence to be prepared to respond to grey-zone challenges, both today and in the future.

Chinese strategists have been particularly innovative and imaginative in designing and implementing a series of protracted grey-zone activities. Each step has incrementally changed the local strategic situations seemingly in China’s favour. The nature of strategy though is such that it generates its own response. What works today, may not succeed tomorrow and this dynamic may be emerging as many countries become increasingly concerned about China’s grey-zone actions. Responding to China’s actions however is likely to require as much creativity and ingenuity as their design suggests.

Dr Layton has written a forward-looking paper that aims to inform, stimulate thinking and provoke new ideas. Commencing with a review of pertinent traditional Chinese strategic thinking, the paper discusses present People’s Liberation Army grey-zone guidance and advice, and examines three topical grey-zone cases. The paper then moves into the future in considering how today’s Chinese grey-zone activities might change, hopefully for the better but possibly for the worse. The paper’s final chapters propose a measured forward planning response approach before concluding with several air and space domain operational and technological suggestions.

The 2020 Defence Strategic Update has identified a clear, if disconcerting, contemporary strategic challenge. Air and space power
can be an important part of addressing this. It’s time for some focussed creativity and purposeful innovation.

Jason Baldock
Group Captain,
Director Air and Space Power Centre
June 2021
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Introduction

Over the past several years, the relationship between Australia and China has become increasingly awkward. This experience is not unique to Australia; many nations have been similarly affected and often to a much greater degree. A new term, coined initially to describe the difficult relationships emerging between Russia and numerous European states, now also applies to the type of prickly, intermittent interactions many Indo-Pacific states have developed with China. The ‘grey-zone’ expression is today often used as a short-hand label for China’s new form of fractious interstate relations. These are most troubling but fall short of war.

The current use of the term dates back to the mid-2010s when ‘grey-zone’ started appearing in briefings and articles about using Special Operations Forces.¹ The term applied then to conflicts ranging from Russia’s seizure of Crimea and interventions in the Donbass, to Boko Haram in Nigeria, and to the rise of the Islamic State.² Further debate about these conflicts that fell between traditional war or peace led to


the grey-zone term becoming more precisely defined, thus narrowing its scope and characteristics.

Mazarr comprehensively examined the idea in his seminal work of 2015. He categorised grey-zone conflicts according to four approaches: involving purposefully pursuing political objectives through carefully designed operations; moving carefully towards the objectives rather than seeking decisive results within a specified time period; acting to remain below key escalatory thresholds so as to avoid war; and using all instruments of national power, particularly non-military and non-kinetic tools.$^3$

Adding a characteristic to this framework, Barno and Bensahel argue that the defining feature of grey-zone activities was their ambiguity, regarding either “the ultimate objectives, the participants, whether international treaties and norms have been violated [or] the role that military forces should play in response.”$^4$ Reinforcing this characteristic, grey-zone activities are often hidden, undeclared and combined with active deception measures aimed to obscure and confuse. For example, Russian grey-zone actions in the Ukraine occurred simultaneously with carefully targeted cyber-attacks across the Ukrainian government in Kiev, Poland, the European Parliament, and the European Commission.$^5$

Grey-zone activities are thus clearly complex strategic-level endeavours. Achieving grey-zone success requires implementing a carefully-designed campaign plan that uses multiple diverse means to steadily change the status quo across space and time, all without

---


4 Barno and Bensahel, op.cit.

provoking a war. Considering this, the 2019 Perry Group at the Australian War College assessed that:

This [campaign] characteristic, more than any other, makes grey-zone operations effective and distinguishes them from traditional statecraft. In grey-zone operations, the main effort is not a single line of operation or entity, rather it is the orchestration of all elements and effects of the campaign. This is necessary to achieve the greatest gains with the least resistance. As with ‘surfaces and gaps,’ the campaign is flexible and will exploit opportunities as they arise and reduce or avoid obstacles as required. Such operational artistry requires effective strategic command.\(^6\)

Moreover, given the protracted nature of the grey-zone approach, this strategic command needs to be in place for an extended period. Grey-zone activities actively try to avoid starting a war but they are not intended to reinforce a state of peace either. Instead, the grey-zone idea blurs the distinction between war and peace, creating an undefined middle ground. If war involves using violence while peace is the ‘the absence of violence,’ the grey-zone idea generates a conceptual puzzle in not being either strictly war or peace.\(^7\) Grey-zone activities are instead specifically intended to push the limits of others’ tolerance to just short of the breaking point.

---


Grey-zone aggressors do not intend to start a major conflict over individually relatively minor issues.\(^8\) The existing peace needs to be able to absorb the grey-zone activities and bounce back, not shatter. A core aspect of the grey-zone is that for its activities to succeed, aggressors rely on the existing peace being sufficiently resilient.

Such notions of a resilient peace extend into deterrence. Deterrent strategies focus on the threat of using force to preserve the peace; the state aiming to deter others’ wishes to maintain the status quo, not revise it. On the other hand, an aggressor’s use of grey-zone activities relies on the other nations involved not wanting to start a major war in response to a limited provocation.\(^9\) The aggressor deliberately uses grey-zone actions to sidestep these other states’ use of deterrence strategies involving threatening punishment or denial. This creates an unusual situation where grey-zone activities rely for their effectiveness on their targets remaining, to some degree, cooperative.

Grey-zone actions gradually accumulate successes, with each step a deliberately modest advance to ‘cooperatively’ diminish the risk of war and maintain the resilient peace. This approach is clever but will inherently still create pushback.

China’s seminal grey-zone activity in the South China Sea has gradually strengthened its military position, and positioned it to assert greater influence over the area. Worried by this, both regional and distant nations are now taking counter-measures including strengthening existing security ties, building new defence relationships, expanding national defence forces, diversifying economically, organising cyber defences, hardening domestic industries, applying trade sanctions and taking diplomatic actions.\(^{10}\) The protracted nature

---

\(^8\) Wirtz, *op.cit.*, p. 111.


of grey-zone campaigns inherently allows considerable time for those targeted to decide to take individual actions and to join with other like-minded nations to thwart these campaigns.

Australia has now also become concerned about Chinese grey-zone actions. Australia’s Defence Strategic Update 2020 examined grey-zone actions and found that:

The conduct of ‘grey-zone’ activities has...expanded in the Indo-Pacific. These activities involve military and non-military forms of assertiveness and coercion aimed at achieving strategic goals without provoking conflict. In the Indo-Pacific, these activities have ranged from militarisation of the South China Sea to active interference, disinformation campaigns and economic coercion. Defence must be better prepared to respond to these activities, including by working more closely with other elements of Australia’s national power.11

In a major change, decades-old Australian defence planning assumptions about a long warning time before possible military actions have now been deemed invalid. The Strategic Update 2020 declared: ‘coercion, competition and grey-zone activities directly or indirectly targeting Australian interests are occurring now.’ This call for better Defence preparedness involves both being able to employ the force-in-being today against grey-zone activities and to develop the future force to be more able to meet tomorrow’s grey-zone challenges. For Australia, these challenges are current, and are expected to continue and potentially worsen over time.

Accordingly, this paper looks from today to 2030 and beyond. The future is always uncertain but generally lies within definable boundaries. The past and present shape the future, which does not

---

11 Department of Defence, 2020 Defence Strategic Update, Canberra: Commonwealth of Australia, p. 5.
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arise in some temporally independent manner. Given this, a small number of possible alternative futures are discernible. This is important because force structure changes in large organisations like the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) take time. It is advantageous to think about possible grey-zone futures now so that changes can be gradually made to prepare the RAAF, and the wider Australian Defence Force (ADF), for whichever future eventuates.

The paper’s first half discusses the challenges that China’s grey-zone activities create. The first chapter looks at the background to China’s contemporary grey-zone activities. This chapter includes the traditional Chinese strategic thinking that informs present-day PLA activities, a conceptual framework within which grey-zone operations fit, the Chinese perspective on relevant global trends and the formal guidance that Chinese strategic policy and the PLA sets out for grey-zone activities. The second chapter briefly examines three current Chinese grey-zone activities: the seminal South China Sea activities, the air incursions in the East China Sea, and the violent clash between Indian and Chinese armed forces in the Ladakh region of the Himalayas.

After setting the scene, the paper’s second half moves to the future with the third chapter devising four potential Chinese grey-zone alternative futures for 2030. These futures are not based on geo-strategic drivers but instead focus narrowly on how Chinese grey-zone activities might evolve, for better or for worse. The fourth and fifth chapters then use these four futures to underpin each chapters’ arguments and proposals.

The fourth chapter discusses contesting China’s increasingly problematic grey-zone activities. It suggests a measured forward planning approach, describes some pertinent high-level planning issues, ponders deterrence and escalation, and discusses relevant organisational matters mainly relating to Australia and the ADF. The fifth chapter further narrows down into just air and space
power matters; this discussion includes air policing, crisis hotlines, surveillance drones, and emerging technology.

In examining Chinese grey-zone activities, this paper focusses principally on the People’s Liberation Army (PLA). There could be many other Chinese government agencies, state-owned enterprises and sub-state groups involved in major and minor Chinese grey-zone activities. However, these non-military entities ultimately rely for their effectiveness on the sometimes concealed, hard military power wielded by the PLA. Without the PLA providing backup and acting as the ultimate guarantor of the non-military entities’ survival, Chinese grey-zone activities would be very different and probably be much less effective.

In this, the PLA differs from many other defence forces in that it is the Communist Party of China’s defence force, not the nation’s. This may appear to be mere semantics given the Communist Party is the present national government of China and thus comparable to democracies wherein the national government of the day commands the national defence forces. However, the Party does not consider that a change of government would place the PLA under the control of the succeeding government. Contemporary Chinese civil-military relations remain in accord with Mao Zedong’s 1927 dictum that ‘the party commands the gun.’\(^\text{12}\)

In practical terms, this means that interactions with PLA headquarters, units and naval vessels involved in undertaking grey-zone activities involves direct interaction with the Communist Party of China. At most levels of command, a political commissar of equal rank commands in conjunction with the PLA military commander. This dual-command structure is further broadened when making decisions to include the headquarter’s, unit’s or naval vessel’s Party standing

committee; the decisions taken are thus effectively collective ones. The PLA and the Party are deeply and deliberately intertwined so they act as one.$^{13}$

This paper also does not include some concepts at times associated with grey-zone matters. Firstly, the paper considers grey-zone activities fundamentally different to hybrid warfare. Hoffman popularised hybrid warfare in 2007 defining it as ‘waged by states or political groups, and incorporating a range of different modes of warfare including conventional capabilities, irregular tactics and formations, terrorist acts including indiscriminate violence and coercion, and criminal disorder’.$^{14}$

The concept has since expanded somewhat. The major distinguishing feature of hybrid warfare is now considered the integrated combination of conventional and irregular military forces, psychological operations and information warfare. The Russian campaigns in Georgia and Ukraine, and the forces Hezbollah developed to fight Israel and now uses in Syria are considered examples of hybrid warfare.$^{15}$ In recent years however, the hybrid concept has become increasingly applied to Russian activities only.$^{16}$

Hybrid warfare seeks to conclusively win a campaign through using or threatening with force, in sharp contrast to grey-zone’s strategic incrementalism. Mazarr argues:

---


the hybrid warfare concept clearly imagines a far more violent clash that involves direct use of many military instruments. In this sense, hybrid war is truly “war” in a Clausewitzian sense, whereas grey-zone strategies are a less violent and looser form of conflict.\textsuperscript{17}

Secondly, the grey-zone concept is considered to differ from Kilcullen’s idea of liminal warfare. He sees such warfare as having been adopted by Russia and as encompassing actions taken below the threshold of perception.\textsuperscript{18} Kilcullen declares liminal warfare involves ‘riding the edge of observability, surfing the threshold of detectability’ so that others do not perceive hostile activity is underway.\textsuperscript{19} While some Chinese grey-zone activities may be undertaken covertly, much is purposefully overt and deliberately designed to be evident for protracted periods. It is designed to stay below the level of war, not the level of perception.

Lastly, Kilcullen specifically ties a further notion to China, that of ‘conceptual envelopment’. This is considered a horizontal escalation that widens the spectrum of competition and confrontation so that the ‘battlefield is everywhere and warfare is everything.’\textsuperscript{20} Conceptual envelopment, as its name suggests, envisages manoeuvring outside the traditional thinking on warfare and military power, by attacking from unexpected directions.\textsuperscript{21} Although this concept resonates in

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{17} Mazarr, \textit{op.cit}, pp. 46-47.
\item \textsuperscript{18} David Kilcullen, \textit{The Dragons and the Snakes: How the Rest Learned to Fight the West}, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2020, pp. 150-161.
\item \textsuperscript{20} \textit{Ibid}.
\item \textsuperscript{21} Kilcullen, \textit{op.cit.}, pp. 167-214.
\end{itemize}
the grey-zone’s use of all the instruments of national power, many of China’s grey-zone activities tend to be geographically constrained as highlighted by the three case studies (see Chapter 2). Because conceptual envelopment is as yet under-developed, the grey-zone concept is more useful for the purposes of this paper.
1. The Conceptual Background

There are several conceptual frameworks that inform the thinking behind China’s grey-zone activities. These frameworks range from traditional Chinese thinking on strategy to contemporary PLA advice on the conduct of non-war military activities. This chapter’s first section discusses traditional Chinese thinking and the major historical trends shaping the modern era and thus directly determining China’s future path. The second section lays out the formal strategic guidance that underlies today’s PLA force development and employment. This section concludes with the advice that the PLA’s Academy of Military Science’s Military Strategy Department provides to Chinese military officers on conducting non-war military activities. In Chinese military thinking, grey-zone activities fall within this category.

Traditional Chinese Strategic Thinking

Western militaries often use the broad thinking and generic ideas elaborated by 19th Century military thinkers like Clausewitz or Jomini, occasionally even going further back to the 5th Century BC to consider Thucydides’s analysis of the Peloponnesian War between Greek City States. In a similar manner, the PLA looks back to the writings of the
icons of Chinese military thought during the 3rd to 5th Century BC when various states fought for dominance in East Asia; these icons include Sun Tzu, Wu Qi, Sima Rangju and Sun Bin.

A recent study of the Chinese way of war argues that the most important concept from these early thinkers currently used is that of gaining strategic advantage. The concept of strategic advantage, or shi, ‘is the foundational principle behind almost any PLA action, Chinese diplomatic activities, and geo-strategic manoeuvres.’

Zhongqi believes that the shi concept conveys contemporary Chinese strategic thinking better than Western international relations theoretical concepts can. Under shi, Chinese strategists seek a relative advantage over their opponent, no matter how slight. In this approach, shi is more akin to a vector than a fixed situation, in being both dynamic and representing the direction of the relationship between the two states. China’s 1962 war against India aimed to achieve an improved relative advantage while also leaving India frustrated with a disadvantageous position for an extended period of time. Zhongqi argues that:

What China fights for is not just national interests, but relative advantage in shi. ... In terms of the [current] strategic goal, China aims to build, accumulate and maintain a relative advantage of shi vis-a-vis other countries including the US at regional level, and probably at global level as well.

In more specific terms, shi is a condition that has several attributes: having control of the situation when taking all factors into account, an ability to set the agenda of the issue in question, having the initiative,

---
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forcing the opponent to always consider your response first before they take any action, the opponent respecting your capabilities and potentially self-policing, and annexing others’ imaginations and so constraining their strategic thinking. Shi is thus a belief about the present context rather than a quantifiable material circumstance, although such a belief may be influenced by the local military force disposition. In being contextual, shi is necessarily dynamic as how the various factors are perceived can change as the situation evolves and the countervailing strategies of all involved are implemented. In that respect, shi is then an understanding by one side of the current state of the interaction between it and another.

However, the degree to which shi is foundational to any particular circumstance will depend on many variables. Concepts by their nature are arbitrary; reality does not dictate them. They are constructs that cannot be definitively proven to be right or wrong but which people may choose to use according to their judgments. In this, the key determinant of the value of a concept can be considered its usefulness in problem-solving. In the case of attempting to comprehend Chinese grey-activities, shi provides a helpful way to structure our thinking.

Jullien describes how traditional Chinese strategic thinkers considered strategic advantage could be gained. Underlying such thought is a view of time as a process that simply progressively unfolds. Jullien argues that Western thinkers like Clausewitz developed models of strategy that were then imposed on situations that were effectively considered ‘frozen’ in time. In contrast, Chinese thinkers held that situations were constantly evolving, making how one viewed time as one of anticipation. The flow of time, often expressed

---

24 Chiara Libiseller & Lukas Milevski, op.cit., p. 101
26 Ibid., p.189.
using water metaphors, could then be purposeful shaped: ‘strategy is always a matter of knowing how to impinge upon the process upstream, in such a way that an effect will then tend to ‘come’ of its own accord.’

In this way, strategic outcomes can be indirectly achieved if strategists anticipate conditions are emerging that could lead to particular outcomes if they are able to be appropriately steered. In this very early stage, “everything is still flexible and offers no resistance” allowing even minor actions to have a major influence downstream.

Jullien considers that:

In China thought on military strategy deflected its attention away from the moment of the launching of an attack in order to focus on the initial moment when the tendency that culminated in that attack could first be glimpsed. ...military thought is concerned with spotting the ‘potential of a situation’ at its ‘embryonic, initial’ stage. ....a general will then be able to count on the development of the potential and allow himself to be carried along by it. The sooner he spots the initial appearance of the potential, the better he will be able to profit from it...

Having discerned the potential in a situation to unfold in a positive direction, the founding text of the Daoist school, the *Laozi*, advises that such potential requires help to be realised. In discussing this, Confucian scholar Mencius using a plant metaphor suggests that, while you cannot force a plant to grow, neither should it be neglected; consequently, anything preventing it from developing correctly should

\[\text{\textsuperscript{27}} \text{Ibid.}, \text{p.121.} \]
\[\text{\textsuperscript{28}} \text{Ibid.}, \text{p.127, 129.} \]
\[\text{\textsuperscript{29}} \text{Ibid.}, \text{p.66.} \]
be thwarted.\textsuperscript{30} Such purposeful support to steer a situation’s evolution was held to be more efficient than trying to actively create an event as a conventional Western strategy model might seek to do. The support given to the situation was not risky as the outcome sought was already manifest although in its early stages; the support given simply reinforced the activities already underway; and the support worked with the flow not against it, a much harder task.\textsuperscript{31}

The ideal outcome was to have intervened so early in a relationship with a potential adversary that it evolved in such a way that the conflict was resolved before it even began. This idea underlies Sun Tzu’s advice that: ‘ultimate excellence lies not in winning every battle but in defeating the enemy without ever fighting.’\textsuperscript{32} Such an outcome relies on being able to follow Mencius’s advice and achieve two inter-related actions: firstly, by maintaining the initiative to keep steering the evolution of the situation, and secondly, by progressively limiting the adversary’s ability to react as they observe the gradual worsening of the situation.\textsuperscript{33}

Jullien closes his analysis by summarising Du Mu, a writer on strategy in the late Tang Dynasty (618-907) who commented on Sun Tzu’s ideas. Today, the Tang Dynasty is considered as China’s golden age and worthy of emulation.\textsuperscript{34} Chinese President Xi Jinping’s premier national goal of the ‘great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation’ refers to China resuming its status as the world’s most advanced state, as it

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{30} Ibid., p.90.
\textsuperscript{31} Ibid., p.98.
\textsuperscript{33} François Jullien, \textit{op.cit.}, p.138.
\end{flushleft}
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is perceived occurred early in the Tang Dynasty.\(^{35}\) Quoting Du Mu, Jullien writes that:

… a general ... from a great distance...arranges the conditions for success. It is by ‘going back’ to that most ‘subtle’ stage for determining things that he ‘makes victory easy to win’. While there are not yet any ‘signs’ of conflict, ‘he evolves in a subterranean fashion,’ in an underhand way, so as to attack the plans of the enemy. At this stage, ‘the strength brought to bear is slight,’ and ‘victory can be determined by an infinitesimal factor,’ ‘so it is fair to say that victory is easy.’\(^{36}\)

---

**Modern China’s Perceived Great Trends**

The early Chinese strategic thinkers laid out a logical roadmap that they believed would consistently lead to gaining strategic advantage. In applying this framework to current circumstances, the initial judgment to be made is to determine the characteristics of the river of time to be shaped. To determine good foreign policy, Chinese scholars believe it necessary to have a sound understanding of the existing shi and that this requires identifying two key elements of international affairs: firstly, the distinctive feature of our times or the broad trends

---


discernible in the contemporary world, and secondly, guoji geju which broadly alludes to the international power configuration.\textsuperscript{37}

The notion that there are major trends that are influencing the future is an idea found across many fields. Financial advisors for example suggest the saying ‘the trend is your friend’ can inform investment decisions. While in the field of forecasting, the expression ‘mega-trends’ is well established and describes an approach to thinking about possible alternative futures. This includes in international relations, such as when Japanese leaders speak of sekai no taisei (trends of the world) and jisei (trends of the time).\textsuperscript{38}

There are several great trends that current PLA strategists might be expected to broadly subscribe to and aim to exploit to gain strategic advantage. The principal trend appears that of ‘the East is rising, the West is in decline and the tide of history is flowing in China’s favour.’ The changeover point in this trend, where the East definitely overtook the West, is held to be the global financial crisis.\textsuperscript{39} Indeed, further confirmation of such a trend might be seen in China’s success in managing COVID-19 and uniquely achieving economic growth when placed against the storming of the Capitol building in Washington in early 2021. If that for China is a positive trend, the constant comparison with the US also reinforces a negative trend that Chinese


perceive of America holding hegemonic ambitions, being unwilling to accommodate China’s rise, and intent to contain it.\(^{40}\)

The second trend is the shift in the international structure to multipolarity. Under this trend, America’s unipolar hegemony will give way to a multi-polar international system where the big powers balance against each other, are checked and thus constrained.\(^{41}\) This long-held, enduring trend is sensed not just by most Chinese international relations scholars but is also strongly adhered to by the Communist Party of China.\(^{42}\)

Accompanying these primary trends and, in some respects animating them, is a belief that economic power is now central with military and diplomatic strengths of less importance. Such a belief, perhaps not unexpected given the Party’s grounding in Marxism, holds that economic—not military—power is now decisive in structuring the international system.\(^{43}\) Accordingly, the evolution of the contemporary international system is determined by economic factors, with China set to overtake the US as the world’s largest economy. The dominant place accorded economics suggests that China will continue to concentrate on upgrading its national economy and its intention to develop high-technology industrial sectors.

PLA strategists might then seek to exploit China’s perceived unstoppable rise while working to negate America’s assumed policy of containment. For both trends, grey-zone activities might

\(^{40}\) Nigel Inkster, Seeing things China’s way, IISS, 16 February 2021, <https://www.iiss.org/blogs/analysis/2021/02/china-global-power-shift>.


be advantageous. Working with China’s rise can maximise the effectiveness of PLA actions while counteracting containment will indirectly further reinforce China’s inexorable ascent. The belief in economic power then becomes important in implying that in the modern international system there is a resilient peace within which military power can be carefully used, confident that at worse only a minor conflict might be triggered.

The belief in a resilient peace is buttressed by a broadly accepted pacifist cultural theory developed by the Communist Party of China. The Party asserts that ‘China’s strategic culture is peace-based, derived from the historic fact that China has never invaded any state, resolves disputes peacefully,[with]...the tribute system as evidence.”\(^{44}\) The tribute system involved several neighbouring countries and was strongest around the middle of the Ming dynasty (1368-1644). The Party’s peace-based theory provides a reassuring cultural moral superiority while being broad enough to justify an active defence strategy.

In considering grey-zone activities, there are some anomalies in the theory that allow a more extensive use of force than may be readily apparent. For example, a military-led unification of China and Taiwan would not break the dictum of China being defensive or never invading others because Taiwan is held to be part of China and thus is a domestic, not an international, issue. Accordingly, if any territory becomes considered a part of China by the Party, the pacifist strand in China’s strategic culture is still applicable regardless of any use of armed force. Of concern, the South China Sea is an area where the Party has been increasingly expansive in relabelling territory as now being part

---
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of China. While, ‘China follows the principle of not attacking others unless it is attacked,’ much rests on how attack is defined by the Party.\textsuperscript{45}

\section*{The Communist Party of China’s Guidance}

The Party has developed a logical, well-structured series of documents to guide and inform PLA force development and employment, including publishing several defence white papers in recent years.\textsuperscript{46} There are elements of these specifically related to grey-zone operations.

The latest is the 2019 \textit{China’s National Defense in the New Era}.\textsuperscript{47} The catchphrase ‘The New Era’ was initially unveiled by Xi Jinping at the Party’s 2017 National Congress in a remarkably long speech that stressed how China has ‘stood up, grown rich, and become strong’ and, in international affairs, will now move ‘closer to centre stage.’\textsuperscript{48}

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
The basis of China’s current defence policy is summarised in the first paragraph of the paper’s second section: “The socialist system of China, the strategic decision to follow the path of peaceful development, the independent foreign policy of peace, and the best of cultural traditions ... determine that China will pursue a national defense policy that is defensive in nature.”

The nine declared fundamental goals of China’s defence policy reflect this rhetorical stress on peace. Four goals are pertinent to grey-zone aspects; these are in the paper’s words:

1. To safeguard national political security, the people’s security and social stability.
2. To safeguard national sovereignty, unity, territorial integrity and security.
3. To safeguard China’s maritime rights and interests; [and]
4. To safeguard China’s security interests in outer space, electromagnetic space, and cyberspace.

The goals illustrate the Party’s broad understanding of peace while providing the PLA with concise guidance. The defensive nature of China’s defence policies remains an important Party theme and is reiterated regularly. In early March 2021, the Defense Ministry had another news release on the issue. This declared that China had not initiated a war since the Party won the civil war and took government in 1949. Accordingly, China does not pose a threat to other countries, aiming only to ‘safeguard’ itself. The Ministry’s news release though subtly warned other countries that China will ‘not lose an inch of the

territory that the country’s ancestors have left behind.\textsuperscript{51} Territorial expansion, based on the Party’s constantly evolving understanding of China’s history, is then justifiable and reasonable.

\textit{China’s National Defence in the New Era} highlights that the Party still formally believes it faces threats concerning homeland security, its land borders, island and reef sovereignty, and maritime boundaries. It adds that nations from China’s region are undertaking frequent close-in air and sea reconnaissance of China, thus ‘illegally enter[ing] China’s territorial waters and the waters and airspace near China’s islands and reefs, undermining China’s national security.’\textsuperscript{52}

The South China Sea islands and Senkaku (Diaoyu) Islands in the East China Sea are particularly concerning in being considered by the Party as inalienable parts of the Chinese territory. Accordingly, it is considered necessary to build appropriate infrastructure and deploy defensive capabilities to the South China Sea islands and to actively patrol around the Senkaku Islands.\textsuperscript{53} For the PLA, such patrolling involves maintaining situation awareness of the adjacent waters, conducting joint rights protection and law enforcement operations, and firmly responding to security threats, infringements and provocation when necessary.\textsuperscript{54}

The importance of such tasks had become evident to the PLA well in advance of their publication in unclassified, web-accessible Chinese defence white papers. The somewhat monumental military strategy publication by the Academy of Military Science of the Chinese People’s Liberation Army, the highest-level PLA research institute, had already


\textsuperscript{52} China’s National Defense in the New Era, op.cit., p. 4.

\textsuperscript{53} \textit{Ibid.}, p. 6.

\textsuperscript{54} \textit{Ibid.}, p. 10.
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included these tasks in its latest edition published in 2013. The Science of Military Strategy noted:

... the military security problems on the borders, in the air, and in the coastal areas are prominent; the strategic position of the border areas especially in the ocean direction is rising day by day, and seaside defense has gradually changed from the original ‘signal lights’ during response to a large-scale war of aggression, to ‘forward support’ (jianchu yituo) for expansion of state interests in the new century and new phase.\(^{55}\)

In common with other military forces internationally the PLA divides military operations into war-like and non-warlike; Western conceptions of grey-zone operations fall within this latter category. Importantly, the PLA has a more expansive perspective on such activities than most other militaries. While this category commonly includes peacekeeping, non-combatant evacuations, humanitarian assistance and disaster relief operations, the PLA also adds maritime rights protection, border and coastal defense, air and sea control, deterrence operations, and suppressing domestic unrest. This means that the non-war military activities category includes coercive threats and violence albeit below the level of armed conflict between states.\(^{56}\) Non-war does not mean non-violent.

From a national perspective, Chinese non-war military activities are considered an important strategic means for ‘achieving the nation’s


political intentions.\textsuperscript{57} In such operations, the views of traditional Chinese strategic thinkers still apply. The dictum of ‘defeating the enemy’s troops without fighting’ is considered the most important goal for non-war military activities, just as it is with major warfighting.\textsuperscript{58} 

Regarding grey-zone operations, the most relevant of the four types of non-war military activities discerned by the PLA is the second concerning law enforcement. Within this category, the most germane are ‘border and coastal sealing and control (or blockades), air alerts (or blockades), [and] defence of rights at sea.’\textsuperscript{59} PLA units are used for such enforcement because they have specialised military capabilities. These units are instructed to: ‘shock and awe the opponent [so] that they control the situation...’ Armed force should only be used in special circumstances in a constrained manner to achieve limited goals and when the situation is controllable. The Science of Military Strategy summarises PLA non-war military activity as responding:

\begin{quote}
\textbf{to fairly large-scale, organized, and provocative activities that endanger security and development, through rational, favourable, and restrained military law enforcement activities to uphold rights, thus restraining the escalation and growth of the situation, eliminating major factors for insecurity and instability, and restoring and maintaining a normal security environment and social order.}\textsuperscript{60}
\end{quote}

Readily apparent is a strong focus on controlling conflict escalation. PLA thinking notes that ‘confrontational’ non-war military activities

\textsuperscript{57} In Their Own Words: Science of Military Strategy (2013), op.cit., p.200.
\textsuperscript{58} Ibid., p.200.
\textsuperscript{59} Ibid., p.204.
\textsuperscript{60} Ibid., p.204.
1. The Conceptual Background

Involving hostile states or alliances can trigger a major war. This may happen in situations where both sides suspect each other’s operational strategy, conflicts of interest are apparent, policies of confrontation are being followed and there is increased competition. In such circumstances non-war military activities involving significant events will be commanded at the highest national level to avoid any accidental escalation into major war and China being placed in a situation of strategic disadvantage. At this time:

the Party Central Committee and the Central Military Commission [will] make decisions, issue orders about the activities, make disposition for the activities, and clarify the requirements of the activities, based on specific conditions and on the needs of relevant aspects.

Conclusion

China’s grey-zone activities can be considered as one approach the Party can use to gain its desired strategic advantage over other states. In this, grey-zone actions can be most effective and efficient if they are designed to reinforce, not oppose, contemporary trends. PLA strategists are likely to perceive the dominant trend of the time as the rise of East Asian nations, in particular China, and the decline of the West, in particular the US. When undertaking significant grey zone activities, the Party and the PLA place considerable importance concerning controlling these activities at the highest level, both to succeed and to avoid an unwanted major war.
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61 Ibid., p.207.
62 Ibid., p.208.
Importantly, grey-zone activities are only sensible to undertake in a time of resilient peace that can absorb a shock and return to the status quo. A fragile, unstable peace could shatter and quickly advance to major conflict if countries attempted to then use grey-zone activities to gain strategic advantage.
2.

China’s Grey-Zone Actions

The use of examples can provide a more comprehensive picture of the strengths and weaknesses of any strategy. In China’s case, three ongoing grey-zone operations illustrate the variety of tactics and techniques being used. While there are some differences between the three, there are also strong commonalities as they are based on the same conceptual heritage. The three cases are the South China Sea, the Senkaku Islands (in China called the Diaoyu Islands) and the Indian-China border.

Given its long duration, the South China Sea case has become the poster child for Chinese grey-zone activities. However, in this case, there is only a limited use of PLA assets with more reliance placed on other Chinese government agencies and civilian entities. In contrast, this balance reverses in the Senkaku Islands with the PLA the primary means employed, with other Chinese government agencies and civilian entities having more minor roles. With this paper’s focus on air power, the principal discussion in the Senkaku case study centres on the air domain. The PLA Air Force is very active in intruding into airspace around the Senkaku Islands.

This paper’s final case study discusses the use of PLA units in the Ladakh area on the Indian-Chinese border. This is the most recent grey-zone case examined here and involved the PLA violently assaulting Indian troops, killing 20. This level of violence marks a worrying new phase in Chinese grey-zone activities that could be repeated in other grey-zone areas in the future.
South China Sea

In the South China Sea, China is undertaking a long-term, carefully planned program of territorial expansion at the expense of several ASEAN states: Vietnam, Malaysia, Indonesia, Brunei and the Philippines. The island groupings most disputed are the Paracel Islands, Scarborough Shoal and the Spratly Islands. All are in deep water of 1000 metres or greater, and well beyond China’s continental shelf; the Paracels are 300km from the southern-most coastline of China’s Hainan island, Scarborough Shoal some 700km and the Spratlys are located in the far south at about 1000km.

China claims not just these island groups but all of the South China Sea lying within the so-called nine-dash line. This rather imprecise boundary first appeared on a map published by the pre-communist Kuomintang government in December 1947. The nine-dash line encompasses more than 80 per cent of the South China Sea and cuts across the Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZ) of Vietnam, Malaysia, Indonesia, Brunei and the Philippines agreed under the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS).63

China initially established permanent settlements in the Amphitrite Group in the Eastern Paracel Islands in 1955 and then, in 1974, towards the end of the Vietnam War, seized the Western Paracels from South Vietnam. In a brief military action, 58 Vietnamese were killed, one corvette was sunk, and three frigates were damaged.64 In 1988, this process was repeated in the Spratly Islands, with the Johnson South
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Reef Skirmish in which 70 Vietnamese sailors and soldiers were killed and three landing ships lost.65 These two events occurred in the late Cold War when China was a strategic partner against the USSR and were thus largely ignored internationally.

After the Cold War, the waters and islands of the South China Sea remained in dispute but only at a relatively low level of conflict and competition. However, in 2009 China moved sharply away from a decade-long ‘charm offensive’ during which it sought to persuade ASEAN countries and the wider global community of its peaceful intentions and instead adopted a much more assertive posture.

At Woody Island in the Paracels, the military facilities have been improved, surface-to-air and anti-ship missile systems installed, and fighter aircraft deployed on regular rotations. At Scarborough Shoal, China has erected a barrier to prevent Philippine fishing boats entering, backed up by regular Chinese Coast Guard patrols; in May 2020, three coast-guard cutters were deployed there.66

In the Spratlys, considerable land has been reclaimed and extensive infrastructure built including sizable airfields, port facilities, military barracks and lighthouses. China has constructed 72 fighter aircraft hangars at its three Spratly airbases (Fiery Cross, Mischief, and Subi Reefs) and another 16 hangars at Woody Island in the north.67


has not yet deployed combat aircraft to the Spratlys but rotates J-11 fighters frequently through Woody Island. In addition, the PLA has deployed YJ-12B and YJ-62 anti-ship cruise missiles to the Spratlys and Woody Island, and installed extensive radar and signals intelligence capabilities across all islands.  

China is gradually establishing a forward defence network able to be activated when it wishes to allow the PLA to militarily control the southern parts of the South China Sea. China’s grey-zone activities have succeeded in allowing it to gain the strategic advantage over the ASEAN nations. China’s continuing activities will ensure this advantage is entrenched.

The potential use of military power by regional nations to repulse these Chinese grey-zone activities has been negated through the use of a carefully calibrated blend of naval, private and commercial measures. These are combined in a manner that makes the use of military force in response appear grossly inappropriate.

In 2013, Rear Admiral Zhang Zhaozhong of the PLA Navy explained that, in a carefully timed sequence, China first sends fishing ships to the disputed territory, then fisheries patrol vessels, then Coast Guard ships, and finally PLA Navy warships. In this so-called ‘cabbage strategy … the island is … wrapped layer by layer like a cabbage’ with the
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ships of other nations’ progressively prevented from gaining access. This type of approach is also employed around oil-drilling platforms that Chinese state-owned enterprises place in disputed waters. In mid-2020, a Chinese state-owned oil-survey ship, accompanied by four Chinese Coast Guard ships and militia vessels, spent a protracted period inside Malaysia’s EEZ, eventually involving the Malaysian Navy and, for a short time, US and Australian warships.

The manner in which the ‘cabbage strategy’ is implemented is in a piecemeal, incremental fashion that gradually asserts Chinese sovereignty over a disputed area. Dubbed ‘salami slicing’ by non-Chinese commentators, each individual action is by itself too inconsequential to provoke a strong diplomatic pushback or a forceful military response. Nevertheless, over time, the slowly accumulating minor gains gradually add up to significant change.

Developing the Spratly Islands into forward operating bases is proving particularly useful for the Chinese Coast Guard. Before the bases, its ships needed to sail back to China to refuel and resupply while now the vessels can remain in the disputed areas for much longer periods. This allows China to better demonstrate its claim to sovereign rights over the South China Sea, improves protection of Chinese commercial activities such as fishing and resource surveying in the area, and allows China to easily harass ASEAN fishing vessels.
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Moreover, if ASEAN nations try to use their own naval power to push back, Chinese Coast Guard ships can rapidly mass in response.\(^{74}\)

With this salami slicing technique, China has carefully and deliberately shifted the decision to use armed force onto others. Chinese Coast Guard and other paramilitary vessels have used crowding manoeuvres and ramming tactics, and turned high pressure fire hoses onto the crews of other ships, but crucially have avoided directly firing at other nations’ fishing vessels. On the other hand, defensive actions by other South China Sea claimant nations have been obstructed through using large numbers of apparently unarmed Chinese fishing boats swarming in the disputed areas.

Some of the Chinese fishing boats are crewed by the People’s Armed Forces Maritime Militia, a reserve force of civilians mobilised when necessary to support coordinated grey-zone activities. As part of this, the Hainan provincial government has built 84 large militia fishing vessels with reinforced hulls and ammunition storage, manned by salaried ex-PLAN and Coast Guard sailors, which frequently operate across the Spratlys.\(^{75}\) In March 2021, 220 large maritime militia vessels swarmed Julian Felipe Reef in the southern South China Sea and within the Philippine EEZ. The ships were anchored in line formation and showed no indication of fishing, simply blocking others from mooring.\(^{76}\)

The ability to take forceful actions short of opening fire is now being built into the Chinese Coast Guard. It has had constructed two
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\(^{75}\) Office of The Secretary Of Defense, *op.cit.*, pp. 71-72.

new 12,000 ton ships, the largest such vessels in the world, able to shove aside ASEAN’s much smaller coast guard vessels and warships or threaten them with ramming.\textsuperscript{77} For example, on April 2020, a 3,500-ton Chinese Coast Guard ship rammed and sank a wooden hulled Vietnamese fishing vessel operating in disputed waters.

For all disputants, avoiding firing first is a primary objective because much international law approves using armed force only in self-defence. China’s considerable emphasis on this aspect is intended to help legitimise its ongoing actions as fundamentally peaceful, while allowing it to claim the moral high ground if another fires first. The Party has apparently given the PLA orders not to fire the first shot, advised the US Navy of this instruction, and publicly revealed the order as a way to help control any incidents at sea.\textsuperscript{78}

To assist making any future Chinese use of force in the South China Sea appear legal, the Party has recently introduced numerous laws intended to extend its domestic enforcement powers across all and any vessels operating in the 80 per cent of the South China Sea that China claims.\textsuperscript{79} These enforcement powers include boarding,


inspecting and, if necessary, using armed force.\textsuperscript{80} Such unilateral legal schemes aim to gradually shift most of the South China Sea under Chinese domestic law and could be used to justify using violence in some future incident.\textsuperscript{81} China can then continue to project the Party’s preferred image of being a peaceful nation. That is, it is simply only enforcing its own laws.

In considering the future of the disputes in the South China Sea, nothing indicates China will abandon its current strategy. A pullback seems most improbable with:

...a consensus within the Chinese policy community that time is on China’s side as its power continues to rise. Many Chinese policy analysts believe that Beijing should not rush to resolve these disputes because as its hard power grows it may have more options in the future. All these current Chinese policies and emerging new thoughts for future policies suggest that China’s non-compromising hard line stance in the disputes in the East and South China Seas is very likely to prevail.\textsuperscript{82}


2. China’s Grey-Zone Actions

THE SENKAKU’S AIRBORNE GREY-ZONE

China has created a significant dispute with Japan over the Senkaku Islands by claiming ownership based on obscure legal claims and domestic law creation. In this area, China’s grey-zone activities are broadly similar to those in the South China Sea but with one major difference. Instead of being almost all sea-based, in the Senkaku Islands, China is also undertaking significant grey-zone actions in the air.

Since the early 2000s, the PLA Air Force (PLAAF) has undertaken low-rate air incursions into Japan’s air defence identification zone (ADIZ) around and above the Senkaku Islands. An ADIZ is a block of international airspace adjacent to a country’s territorial airspace where the country can request unknown aircraft entering it to comply with specified identification protocols. If the aircraft do not, they may be intercepted by a fighter aircraft that can visually determine who the intruders are.\(^83\)

From 2009 to 2013, the number of incursions annually into Japan’s East Asia Sea ADIZ rose sharply from a few dozen to several hundred. In November 2013, China declared the airspace above the Senkaku Islands as the East China Sea ADIZ, thus overlapping with Japan’s ADIZ. China asserts that aircraft traveling through this zone must comply with China’s Ministry of National Defense rules and, if not, may be intercepted by PLAAF aircraft.

JASDF scrambles to identify ADIZ-penetrating PLAAF and PLA Navy (PLAN) aircraft have steadily risen from about 306 annually in 2012 to peak at about 850 in 2016. While some Chinese aircraft have proceeded towards Japan’s southwestern islands north of the
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Senkakus, most have tracked towards the Senkaku Islands.84 The rate of penetration into the southern part of Japan’s ADIZ by PLAAF and PLAN aircraft remains high as JASDF scrambles highlight: in 2017 (500), 2018 (638) and 2019 (675).85 Averaged over the year, this represents about one-to-two penetrations each day. While most Chinese aircraft are fighters, occasionally long-range bomber and reconnaissance aircraft are involved.

In response, the JASDF mainly uses its fleet of 200 F-15J/DJ aircraft. The F-15 is an excellent platform for such air-policing tasks, having a fast cruise speed and so capable of reaching the intruding aircraft quickly, a good range and endurance, and reasonable manoeuvrability for close-in visual identification of air targets. Since 2016, the JASDF has typically launched four aircraft for each scramble. The front two aircraft undertake the visual identification while the two in the rear handle any additional aircraft that join in to interfere. Scrambles now also include more frequent use of E-2C airborne early-warning and control aircraft to coordinate the intercept, sanitize the airspace, and avoid being tactically surprised.

The JASDF takes daily scrambles very seriously however, they are gradually wearing out the F-15 fleet. The ‘new normal’ heavy scramble rates are using up the fatigue lives of the JASDF F-15 fleet considerably sooner than was planned. The concern is that China has six times as many fighters then the JASDF and could further ramp up air intrusions whenever it considers appropriate. The in-service life of Japan’s F-15
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China’s air activities have...spurred Japan to extraordinary measures, such as reorganizing its air defence structures, including establishing new units in all domains, doubling the number of fighters in the sector to respond to Chinese aviators and increasing its defence spending...In the long term, Japan’s approach to responding to the higher level of Chinese military air activity is not sustainable.86

The easiest solution seems to be reducing the number of scrambles undertaken. A recent commander of US forces in the Pacific, now retired Admiral Dennis Blair, believes the number of scrambles should be limited to be no more than 10 per cent of the normal annual flying training hours.87

Somewhat unwillingly, the JASDF has conceded defeat and is now limiting scrambles to only responding to aircraft on track to penetrate Japan’s territorial airspace, rather than simply entering its much larger ADIZ. In the first nine months of fiscal year, 2020, the JASDF scrambled only 331 times, 192 less than the same period the previous
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year.\(^{88}\) (Note: these figures include scrambles against Russian as well as Chinese military aircraft.)

Such a move is a noticeable strategic shift for Japan which considers China is engaging in a salami-slicing strategy of incremental power projection to gain *de facto* control of the Senkaku Islands, just as it successfully did to some islands in the South China Sea. China’s 2013 ADIZ declaration over the islands is seen as a part of this strategy. With Japan reducing intercepting intruding Chinese aircraft, this may create a vacuum that China will fill. Moreover, if China’s air activities go unchallenged, other countries may gradually come to acquiesce in, or at least accept China’s claims over Japan’s.\(^{89}\) This worry drives Japan to believe it needs to continually demonstrate Japan’s strong will to China to maintain the sovereignty of its territory. For Japan, the scrambles have a prominent role in creating a favourable security environment and deterring future Chinese adventurism.

In contrast, Russia’s frequent air intrusions into Japan’s northern ADIZ are seen as linked to the US alliance rather than to a grey-zone threat to Japan’s territorial integrity. Oguru and several of his US interlocutors suggest a strategy of ‘strategic silence’ that would mean the JASDF only occasionally intercepts Russian intruders.\(^{90}\) This would make Japan’s air defence activities strategically unpredictable while sustaining deterrence and cutting numbers of scrambles significantly.
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\(^{88}\) ‘Japan scrambling jets less against China as more F-35 deployment eyed’, *The Mainichi*, 3 March 2021, <https://mainichi.jp/english/articles/20210303/p2g/00m/0na/018000c>.


\(^{90}\) Ibid., p. 25.
Ladakh Troubles

The border between India and China has been disputed since the Communist Party of China took power and India gained independence. There is a long history of confrontations and even a war in 1962 that China won. In recent years, China has ramped up its grey-zone activities along the so-called line of actual control (LAC), which separates the two nations. In early May 2020, in the eastern Ladakh part of the border, the PLA began pushing forward into areas previously under Indian control and started blocking Indian border patrols.

The PLA penetrations were relatively shallow but allowed the occupation of 40 to 60 square kilometres of territory claimed by India. These intrusions were then strengthened to involve battalion-sized forces, many with heavy weapons, that bivouacked in areas that previously lacked a Chinese presence. New infrastructure was quickly built including roads, bunkers, and barracks. Of this sizeable incursion, Menon, a senior Indian diplomat and national security adviser, under Prime Minister Manmohan Singh, later wrote,

> What China did...by changing the situation on the ground, shifting the LAC, and preventing Indian patrols on territory hitherto controlled by India was a fundamental and consequential shift in behaviour, a successful salami-slicing manoeuvre. Because India’s initial response was non-strategic, we were forced to cede ground, and now face a fait accompli. Both [Indian] deterrence and strategy had failed. By occupying
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territory on the Indian side, China put the onus of escalation on India if it wished to restore the status quo.\(^92\)

Border negotiations between local military commanders started with corps commander-level meetings on 6 June. However, on the night of 15 June, in what appears to have been a pre-meditated move, PLA forces, some reputedly special forces, ambushed a small Indian patrol leading to a prolonged battle through the night.\(^93\)

The battle involved hand-to-hand combat using rocks and wooden clubs, but without shots being fired. The consequence was 20 Indian soldiers were killed including Colonel Santosh Babu, Commanding Officer 16 Bihar Regiment. Chinese deaths are less certain with the PLA conceding four were killed including battalion commander, Chen Hongjun. Qi Fabao, the regimental commander from the Xinjiang Military Command, was also acknowledged to have been seriously injured.\(^94\) On the other hand, Indian Lieutenant General YK Joshi, General Officer Commanding-in-Chief of the Army’s Northern Command believed at least 45 PLA soldiers died.\(^95\)


\(^{95}\) Liu Xin and Zhang Hui, ‘China unveils details of 4 PLA martyrs at Galwan Valley border clash for first time, reaffirming responsibility falls on India,’ Global Times, 19 February 2021, <https://www.globaltimes.cn/page/202102/1215914.shtml>.

In response, India imposed economic sanctions on Chinese firms operating within India and moved closer to the USA and its allies, including Japan and Australia. In terms of military reaction, horizontal escalation in other parts of the border or at sea was ruled out in favour of vertical escalation. The largest mobilisation of the Indian Armed Force for decades was undertaken whereby almost three army divisions (one armoured) were deployed and the Air Force moved Mig-29, Sukhoi-30 and Mirage 2000 fighter and strike aircraft into the region. By this time, it seems China had deployed some 60,000 soldiers to the disputed region to support its efforts.

On the night of 29/30 August, Indian forces advanced and captured the dominant heights of the Kailash mountain range overseeing Chinese forces deployed on the lower ridges. This move was seen by some Indian commentors as giving India the tactical advantage so long as the conflict remained limited to the LAC thus leading the PLA to become more interested in de-escalation. After eight further rounds of corps commander-level meetings and some diplomatic activity, the two sides agreed to disengage, commencing on 10 February 2021.

The 15 June clash was the most violent with India since 1962. More broadly, it marked a new point in China’s evolving grey-zone tactics. Previously, such actions did not intentionally aim to kill others. The earlier chapter noted PLA guidance that dictated that significant
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grey-zone actions would be commanded at the highest level given the fear of unwanted escalation. With the PLA’s initial crossing of the LAC in April-May significant in scale and intent, it seems reasonable to assume that the decision to then move to deadly violence was both deliberate and made at the highest levels, and not inadvertently by some low-level tactical commander. Future Chinese grey-zone activities may now also be violent.

**Conclusion**

In some respects, one of the more impressive aspects of Chinese grey-zone activities is the Party’s tenacity. Quite costly actions involving numerous militia units, many state-owned enterprises, the Chinese Coast Guard, and three branches of the PLA have been undertaken and then sustained, sometimes for more than a decade. While the Party’s objective of gaining and then maintaining strategic advantage over others has probably be achieved, this is an intrinsically expensive strategy. Moreover, with the design of the strategy being never-ending, the Party’s grey-zone activities will remain a permanent burden on Chinese society and the economy.

Accordingly, nations planning to challenge Chinese grey-zone activities need to also take a long-term perspective and design counters that are sustainable. Japan’s problems with sustaining ADIZ air defence coverage highlights how Chinese extravagance could overstretch a smaller nation’s capabilities and capacities. There are echoes here of the 1950s Cold War period when real concerns were felt about Western democracies having to turn themselves into garrison states to meet the Soviet challenge. In the end, it was the Soviets who became a garrison state and collapsed while the democracies that struck a better balance thrived. Meeting the Communist Party of China’s grey-zone challenge may require a similar degree of innovation and persistence.
The future is uncertain but not necessarily completely random. In the case of China's grey-zone activities, the nature of such operations means a resilient peace must be maintained. If the future does not feature this, other kinds of military operations will be called for, but not grey-zone ones. Grey-zone activities are both a feature and a product of our time.

In thinking about the future there a number of issues and possibilities that can suggest a general direction of travel. These are not future grey-zone certainties but more potential evolutionary paths that may or may not unfold. By their nature these are somewhat general, speculative and dynamic. They may be thought of as strategic-level possibilities.

On the other hand, at the more tactical level of grey-zone activities, the possibilities are much more constrained. While attempting a point prediction of the future appears unwise, developing a range of possible alternative futures seems practical. Such a range could be based on two salient features that grey-zone theory and practice suggest. The four alternatives these two features create might then be how future grey-zone activities could be undertaken at the tactical level, irrespective of the strategic-level evolutionary path that eventuated.

The chapter follows this two-part flow with the first half discussing strategic-level paths and the second, how tactical-level grey-zone activities might develop.
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Potential Evolutionary Paths

China has been using grey-zone methods for at least a decade, enough time to allow some judgments to be made about how these might evolve. In general terms, these are judgements about trends emerging in China’s strategic use of grey-zone operations.

The first trend is that the more China uses grey-zone approaches, the more other nations are becoming involved in one way or another. China prefers to have bilateral relationships with other states but grey-zone activities tend to work against this. Other nations notice China’s assertiveness and worry about being targeted themselves at some stage in the future. These third party nations don’t wish to counter China individually and so are now increasingly taking sides, joining in to actively or passively support the country being targeted by China.

China has been undertaking grey operations in the South China Sea for more than a decade and over this time, more and more nations have been dragged in. Originally, China sought to negotiate solely bilaterally but, swayed by regional diplomatic pressure, has grudgingly agreed to accept multilateral discussions under ASEAN. This has further evolved to involve the United Nations in the South China Sea issue. Moreover, the dispute has been part of the rationale for the formation of the Quad, comprising the USA, India, Japan and Australia. The Quad is steadily becoming a more cohesive, pseudo-alliance as India’s border troubles with China worsen and China steps up pressure in the Senkaku Islands. More third parties are joining in, with the European Union beginning to view China unfavourably and starting to term it a
'systemic rival'. The UK, France and Germany are now sending naval patrols to the South China Sea.

A second trend is that China is making increasing use of non-military means, particularly coercive diplomacy and cyber. Over the past 10 years, there were 152 cases of such coercion affecting 27 countries and the EU, with an exponential increase in such tactics since 2018. China has long been known for its cyber intrusions that try to steal intellectual property and industrial secrets. A recent shift though is towards using cyber means to inflict damage on others as part of a grey-zone operation. In a notable recent example, China mounted a cyber-campaign against India’s electrical power grid that coincided with the two nations’ military border clash in Ladakh. Cyber technologies give China some major advantages when undertaking coercive diplomacy in terms of providing global reach. China’s grey-zone activities can now impact on very distant nations not just those in its region.

A third trend is a perceptible movement towards more violent actions. The deaths on the Ladakh border in 2020 have been discussed earlier. That year also saw a PLAN warship aim its gun control director
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101 Fergus Hanson, Emilia Currey and Tracy Beattie, *The Chinese Communist Party’s coercive diplomacy*, Canberra: Australian Strategic Policy Institute, 2020, p.3.
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at the Philippine Navy’s anti-submarine corvette, BRP Conrado Yap, in the Spratly Islands; at sea, such an action can be considered a hostile act. Importantly, this seems the first time a Chinese naval warship has directly threatened a Philippine government vessel in the South China Sea.103 A second incident involved a PLAN warship pointing a laser at a US Navy P-8 maritime patrol aircraft and was criticised by the US Navy as being provocative, ‘unsafe and unprofessional.’104 This was also a new step as such actions have previously emanated from Chinese fishing vessels, not PLAN warships.105

A fourth trend is that Chinese grey-zone activities are causing long-term strategic changes in the Indo-Pacific. The recent Ladakh border clash has caused a major re-orientation of the Indian defence forces away from the Pakistani border to instead face China. The Indian force posture of the last 50 years is now being rapidly adjusted as its military undertakes large-scale redeployment.106

The final trend is that having undertaken apparently successful grey-zone activities, China may use the technique elsewhere including against Taiwan. Jakobson considers that President Xi Jinping will not leave the unification of the mainland and Taiwan to future generations. While large-scale military conflict is improbable, she believes a more
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106 Harsh V. Pant and Yogesh Joshi, op.cit.
likely scenario is a protracted and intensive campaign by Beijing, using ‘all means short of war’. A grey-zone operation could be commenced that aims to destabilise Taiwanese society and force its government to enter into unification talks.107

**Wild Cards**

Trends alone are not enough. There is always a chance of a sharp deviation onto a very different path. By their nature such changes are not easily predictable as they are not an extension of existing trends but instead may be thought of as wild cards: unlikely but possible.

*Embracing Hybrid War.* While China is destabilising the existing international order using grey-zone activities, so also is Russia through using hybrid war techniques. China may be tempted at some stage to move up the conflict continuum somewhat and shift from grey-zone activities to Russia’s hybrid warfare model.

In broad terms, Russian hybrid war is considered a type of war, rather than a way to achieve policy ends as grey-zone activities are.108 Chinese grey-zone activities, as earlier discussed, aim to gain lasting strategic advantage over other nations. In contrast, the Russian armed forces define hybrid war as a specific type of war in which the means used, including military operations, support an information campaign. The aim of this campaign is to gain ‘control over the fundamental worldview and orientation of a state’, shift its geo-strategic alignment,


China’s grey-zone actions may be irritating but Russia’s hybrid wars aim at regime change.

**Playing the Russia Card.** While Russia and China may choose to actively work together, how they might combine their actions remains uncertain, in particular how Russia might amplify Chinese grey-zone efforts. China is currently mainly leveraging its Russian relationship to fill gaps in its military capabilities and to accelerate its technological innovation.109

In terms of grey-zone activities related to the air domain, a new development has been the undertaking of joint China-Russia air patrols in the East China Sea. The first in July 2019 was heralded as taking the two nations’ military-to-military cooperation to a new level appropriate to ‘the new era’ but finished with South Korean fighters firing warning shots when one of the Russian aircraft intruded into Korean territorial airspace.110

Given this fiasco, a second try was not attempted until late December 2020. The Russian involvement was now somewhat larger: two Tu-95 bombers, an A-50U airborne early warning and control aircraft, and 12 Su-35S fighters, presumably to warn off any pesky South Korean fighters.111 In contrast, China’s participation remained modest: four PLAAF H-6 heavy bombers. The Communist Party of
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109 Ibid., pp. 15-16.
China’s media outlet, *Global Times*, optimistically forecast that ‘China-Russia joint aerial strategic patrol will become routine in the future’ while avoiding dwelling on the first patrol’s problems.\(^\text{113}\)

Nevertheless, such patrols hint at the possibilities of Russia and China coordinating actions in their border zones. For example, Russia might conduct hybrid war operations in Europe while China ramped up concurrent grey-zone activities in the South and East China Seas. Such an approach of working together but separately could tax any Western responses.\(^\text{114}\)

**Proxy Wars.** While China might not move as far as hybrid wars, its grey-zone activities could be extended to include supporting proxy wars. In the Cold War, the Soviet Union and the USA fought each other vicariously through their various client states. Wars in countries as varied as Ethiopia, Angola, Nicaragua and Afghanistan all engaged the superpowers of the day in providing overt and covert support for their chosen sides.\(^\text{115}\) If the USA-China relationship deteriorates into approximating a new Cold War, proxy wars may return. Indeed, China has arguably already been laying the foundations for future proxy wars in Africa.\(^\text{116}\)

**Mirror Image.** If China is pleased with its grey-zone activities, other nations could follow suit and try to use such techniques to solve their problems. This potentially might include using grey-zone activities in reverse against China. China has more borders than any other country in the world and so has considerable room for others to undertake

---

\(^{113}\) Guo Yuandan and Liu Xuanzun, ‘China, Russia hold second joint aerial strategic patrol, which could become routine’, *Global Times*, 22 December 2020, <https://www.globaltimes.cn/content/1210708.shtml>.

\(^{114}\) Kendall-Taylor and Shullman, *op.cit.*, P.24.


matching nefarious grey-zone actions. Moreover, the Party faces many domestic problems and continually worries about such stability. A grey-zone activity over an extended period, using diverse means, that is ambiguous, avoids direct escalation, stays below red lines, and exploits the Party weaknesses could be a definite annoyance that cedes strategic advantage to others. China’s grey-zone sword might become two-edged and able to inflict damage on its originator.

**The Shape of the Future Grey Zone**

There is a tendency in thinking about the future to imagine it as simply the present extended. Alan Gyngell, Head of the Office of National Assessments, 2009–2013, writes about attending a major US conference in 1988 on the future of the Soviet Union: ‘the astonishing thing in retrospect was that not one of us came close to predicting that just 12 months later the Berlin Wall would be torn down. .. and that within three years the Soviet Union itself would cease to exist.’ The crucial issue for those missing the end of the USSR was that the defence agencies dealt in what was expected to happen not what might happen.

Similarly, China is generally expected to continue its spectacular rise of the last 30 years as it has so far, and indeed it might. Some speak of the competition between the USA and China lasting multiple

---


generations, that it will be a ‘superpower marathon’. Others prefer the term ‘infinite games’ when thinking about great power competition with China. In reality, change will come and some think in the next decade.

Beckley and Brands argue that, ‘China has entered a particularly perilous period as a rising power: it has gained the capability to disrupt the existing order, but its window to act may be narrowing.’ Others agree, believing that in the 2020s China may reach peak power, with 2035 marking the end of today’s ‘window of vulnerability’ where there is a heightened risk of conflict between China and its neighbours. Many of these notions rest on an understanding that, because of internal problems, China’s current economic growth is unsustainable. In the best tradition of gloomy strategic thinkers, such a perspective is not seen necessarily to lead to some imagined nirvana. Instead, Charles Parton suggests that: ‘

The result is likely to be a China which is ever-more eager to reshape global governance and conditions, as it senses the high tide of its power receding. There may also be a more brittle and dangerous China by 2030: when facing unrest and
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122 Gabriel Collins and Andrew S. Erickson, *Hold the Line Through 2035: A Strategy to Offset China’s Revisionist Actions and Sustain a Rules-based Order in the Asia-Pacific*, Houston: Rice University’s Baker Institute for Public Policy, November 2020, p. 3.
external opposition, the temptation for autocrats is to play the nationalist card. We are seeing this already in Xi’s emphasis on the zhonghua minzu (Chinese race or nation). It may get considerably worse.\textsuperscript{123}

While the future remains uncertain, it is prudent to be aware of the possibilities of change. Collins and Erickson suggest acting to maintain the status quo into the next decade. They suggest that cautious statecraft be embraced so as to avoid any irreversible disasters, while giving China some manoeuvre space allowing it to return in around 2035 to the global rules-based order if it so wishes.\textsuperscript{124}

This idea carries with it some implications. The first is that the concept of grey-zone activities may have a life beyond which their utility declines. The possibility was mooted earlier that the grey-zone may become irrelevant if resilient peace fails. The notion of China’s possible return to a rules-based order further suggests that its grey-zone activities could also end because of positive, rather than negative, reasons.

Such considerations can help when thinking about future grey-zone activities however the framework needs to be much more specific to be useful. The earlier discussions of grey-zone theory suggest that, in applying such actions practically involves two principal variables. They are whether violent or non-violent actions are undertaken and whether non-military or military instruments are used.

Most grey-zone implementations will lie somewhere between those four extremes of violence/non-violence and non-military/military. This characteristic makes using a quad chart appropriate as it visually avoids a too rigid distinction between each cell that a table might.


\textsuperscript{124} Collins and Erickson, \textit{op.cit}, p. 3.
The four drivers create four possible alternative futures: ‘Playing by the rules China,’ ‘Whatever it takes China,’ ‘Pushing the envelope China’ and ‘Do as you are told China’. These are the manner in which future Chinese grey-zone activities might be undertaken irrespective of the context that eventuates, but assuming the geostrategic environment remains allowing such activities. None of these four alternative futures is considered more probable than another but the future that actually occurs should be broadly captured somewhere within the wide span of possibilities encompassed. These alternative futures are portrayed in Figure 1 (on page 54) and detailed in the section that follows.

**'Playing by the rules' China**

Such an optimistic alternative future envisages a responsible stakeholder China that abides by the rules it has agreed to in both spirit and deeds. However, China is not the only country that has at times only obeyed mutually-agreed rules when it suits. This future might see China still making other countries uncomfortable but this time by highlighting other states’ hypocrisy. In a ‘playing by the rules China’ future, diplomacy would be stressed; agreed rules enforced including by using international judicial processes; there would be public naming and shaming of rule breakers; an embrace of transparency and openness so that all using the same rules have confidence others are also abiding by them; and positive economic sanctions employed to encourage rule making and keeping.
Figure 1. Possible Chinese Grey-Zone Futures

**Military Instrument**

**Non-Military Instruments**

**'Pushing the envelope' China**
- Senior PLA military leaders increasingly bellicose
- Flood disputed areas with PLA forces
- Declare ADIZ but don’t enforce
- Jam radars and GPS periodically
- Use unmanned systems aggressively
- Release threatening ROE in media
- Jam civil surveillance satellites overhead
- Selective negative economic sanctions against multiple countries

**'Do as you are told' China**
- Senior CCP leaders increasingly belligerent
- PLA operating obviously armed ships and aircraft
- Frequent weapons firing exercises in grey zones
- Enforce grey zone ADIZ with armed intercepts
- Jam radars and GPS regularly and frequently
- Sink a foreign fishing vessel in the grey zone not acting in accord with China’s domestic law
- Blind civil surveillance satellites overhead
- Broadly based negative economic sanctions

**'Playing by the rules' China**
- A responsible China
- Diplomacy stressed
- Agreed rules followed in spirit and actions
- Rule-breaker nations held to to account publicly
- Rule enforcement measures agreed to and followed
- Use of international courts eg. ICJ
- Rules applied openly and transparently
- Positive economic sanctions used to make and support rules

**'Whatever it takes' China**
- An angry China
- Wolf Warrior diplomacy
- Crowd disputed areas with massed fishing and militia vessels
- Aggressive Coast Guard actions
- Ban selected civil air transport from grey zone airspace
- Use angry crowds to target embassies
- Dazzle civil surveillance satellites overhead
- Carefully targeted negative economic sanctions
'Whatever it takes' China

This alternative future is a minor deterioration from now and so is perhaps a near-term prospect. This future imagines an angry China engaging in wolf warrior diplomacy; using aggressive Coast Guard actions; boarding, arresting and seizing solitary fishing vessels as circumstances allowed; flooding disputed maritime zones with hundreds of fishing vessels including some crewed by people’s armed militia personnel; the use of angry crowds to besiege some embassies or consulates; undertaking aggressive legal action inside China against those foreign individuals or entities it could; banning particular nations’ civil air transport from specific airspace but not enforcing the ban; dazzling civil surveillance satellites that could potentially capture optical imagery of the grey-zone areas; building more dual-use structures, dismantling foreign-built structures in areas China claims and using targeted negative economic sanctions to inflict harm on particular nations.

'Pushing the envelope' China

In this evolved future, China would make much more use of the PLA in non-violent ways. This would be a bellicose China behaving as follows: senior PLA military (but not Party) leaders making threatening and at times overbearing statements through the Party’s more intemperate media outlets (such as the Global Times); the regular crowding of disputed areas with massed military forces; declaring ADIZs across specific grey-zone areas but not enforcing them; targeting using radar other nation’s government-owned vessels, Coast Guard ships, naval warships and military aircraft; periodically jamming civil and military radars electronically; jamming GPS occasionally; having PLA and PLAN aircraft fly obvious attack profiles
against other nation’s government-owned vessels, Coast Guard ships and naval warships; using unmanned systems aggressively; directing other nations’ vessels to leave grey-zone areas; publicly releasing apparently current Chinese Coast Guard and PLA rules of engagement that suggest serious consequences for not obeying Chinese directions; jamming civil surveillance satellites that could potentially capture information on the grey-zone areas; building sole-use, obviously military structures; placing cyber malware into other nation’s infrastructure systems and publicising this; and using targeted negative economic sanctions on an increasing number of nations simultaneously.

'Do as you are told' China

This is a near-worse-case alternative future with activities undertaken to the limits of the grey-zone concept; there would be a high risk of the resilient peace breaking down and a serious armed conflict starting. This would be an beligerent China wherein senior Communist Party of China leaders would making threatening, imperious statements through the Party’s more mature media outlets; the deployment of sizeable PLA forces and units into the disputed areas on a semi-permanent basis; the PLA and PLAN would operate obviously armed ships and aircraft in grey-zone areas; weapons firings would be undertaken in frequent exercises in the grey-zones; specific grey-zone area airspace would be declared to be ADIZs; PLA armed fighters would be allowed to approach selected civil and military aircraft closely; radars would be used to target other nation’s government-owned vessels, Coast Guard ships, naval warships and military aircraft frequently; there would be regularly jamming of the electronics of civil and military radars; GPS navigation systems would be continually jammed; belligerent Chinese Coast Guard and PLA
rules of engagement would be published in the Party’s more formal media outlets; the vessels and aircraft of other nations would be directed to leave grey-zones or else risk being fired upon (threatening but not acting upon); a foreign fishing vessel deemed not acting in accordance with China’s extended domestic legal framework would be engaged and sunk; blinding using potentially damaging means civil surveillance satellites that could possibly capture information on the grey-zone areas would be blinded using potentially damaging means; sole-use military facilities would be built in grey-zone areas; foreign-built structures in areas under Chinese claims would be destroyed through gun-fire; previously inserted cyber malware in other nation’s infrastructure systems would be occasionally activated; and broadly-based negative economic sanctions would be used against selected weak, but usefully influential, nations.

In this future, deliberate shooting down of lone military aircraft operating in grey-zone areas would be possible. During the 1950’s Cold War period, US and allied aircraft were attacked in the Soviet Union’s border zones both overtly and covertly. Such a future event in a Chinese grey-zone activity would probably be foreshadowed by the shooting down of an uncrewed air vehicle (UAV), such as a maritime surveillance drone. This could be similar to the 2019 Iranian shooting down of a USAF Global Hawk UAV.


Conclusion

Chinese grey-zone activities need to be considered as not just static, isolated events. Instead, they are conducted within an integrated campaign plan extending over lengthy, possibly decades-long, periods. Given this, the activities need to be thought of as dynamic and steadily evolving although not always necessarily worsening. As these long-duration activities are undertaken at the direction of the highest levels of the Communist Party of China’s leadership group, they could easily be wound back to something approximating the ‘playing by the rules China’ future. However, the converse is also equally conceivable.

Ascertaining the direction that Chinese grey-zone activities are evolving towards could give an early indication of China’s likely next steps. Therefore, the broad trendlines appear important to track because they could warn about potential developments. Suitable responses could then be considered in a measured manner and without the time pressures created by a sudden, unexpected crisis. To reiterate, the trendlines may not necessarily be negative. However the killing of 20 Indian soldiers on the border with China is worrying. Monitoring the trendlines may ensure future Chinese grey-zone actions do not surprise nor create panic.
4. Grey-Zone Strategic Responses and Planning

The Communist Party of China uses grey-zone activities to try to gain an ongoing strategic advantage over other states. To achieve this, Chinese traditional strategic thinking suggests that strategic actions can be most valuable and efficient if they are designed to reinforce, not oppose, the principal contemporary trends. In other words, strategies should always strive to win without fighting; this is deemed the greatest accomplishment any strategy could achieve.

There are some contradictory aspects in this schema. Seeking ongoing strategic advantage highlights that there is no end; the river of time flows on and on meaning that actions required to maintain the desired advantage are similarly forever, with the accompanying implicit high resource burden. Moreover, the river model leaves out that in human society actions tend to inherently lead to counter-actions; the river does not continue unchecked indefinitely.

Luttwak termed this 'the paradoxical logic of strategy' where successful actions cannot be repeated as the other party adapts in response to ensure the same outcome cannot be gained in this way.
again.\textsuperscript{127} Strategy is simply a particular form of interactive social activity that involves interacting with intelligent and adaptive others, whether friendly, neutral, or adversarial. Each party involved constantly modifies their position, intent and actions based on the perceptions and actions of the others participating.

China’s grey-zone activities are now generating their own countervailing forces. On the one hand, the Party has aggressively contested territory on its borders with India, with Japan in the East China Sea and with ASEAN states in the South China Sea. In adopting this course, China has gained considerable notoriety and the regional influence that formidable belligerence brings. However, it is unclear how effective these activities will be over time. The ASEAN states bordering the South China Sea, Japan and India are becoming increasingly concerned and taking more and more steps to resist these unwanted Chinese intrusions. China’s grey-zone activities may now be going against the emerging regional pushback trends that China has unintentionally created.

This chapter discusses contesting China’s increasingly problematic grey-zone activities. The first section suggests a forward planning approach while the second considers some pertinent high-level planning issues and ponders matters relating to deterrence and escalation. The final section narrows the gaze and discusses matters mainly relating to Australia, including the Australian Defence Force (ADF).

\begin{flushright}
\end{flushright}
A Measured Forward-Planning Approach

China uses a variation of strategic gradualism in its grey-zone activities that involve, ‘the slow accumulation of small changes, none of which in isolation amounts to a *casus belli* (i.e., a political event that motivates a declaration of war) but which gradually changes the strategic picture substantially.’\(^{128}\) These incremental steps are designed to be the catalyst to shift the strategic situation in China’s favour. The Party’s leadership seeks strategic change but is willing to be patient to achieve a transformation without a risky destabilisation that could lead to major conflict.\(^{129}\) Mazarr writes that “The key to a grey-zone campaign is not so much the tools...as much as the phased and incremental way they are employed.”\(^{130}\)

With the Chinese grey-zone approach a shape-shifting, chameleon that evolves over time in incremental steps, the response might need to be similar. This means adopting a measured forward planning approach that allows iteration step-by-step into the future. This is in contrast with more conventional planning that works backward from an identified end state.\(^{131}\)

The step-by-step approach replicates China’s approach in being able to proceed carefully and permit changes along the way as necessary to avoid triggering a strong response from China. It also means that
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130 Mazarr, *op.cit.*, p. 60.

the Party leaders adjust to each step and become accustomed to the new norm before the next one develops; the incremental approach means each pushback does not appear escalatory or threatening as it is undertaken.

Admittedly, the reverse also applies. If a long-term, multi-phased campaign is laid out for consideration at the start it may appear too complicated and risky overall to be adopted. A step-by-step approach also builds confidence in those using it. This suggests that measured forward planning might be managed using design thinking principles.

The term ‘design thinking’ can encompass a very wide array of problem solving methods. The variant considered here is the human-centric design methodology devised by Stanford; it is similar to the double diamond methodology of the UK Design Council. Stanford’s method is to empathise, define, ideate, prototype and test.

Within such a measured forward planning approach, the test phase noted in Stanford’s design thinking is particularly important. As each step is devised, it is tested against real-world Chinese grey-zone activities and then evaluated for its performance before restarting the process. This testing applies the broader idea of battlefield

\[132\] Ibid., pp. 15-16.


experimentation driving change; it effectively involves a process of continually encouraging organisational learning.\textsuperscript{135}

Each step can also be conceived as sensing the Chinese grey-zone environment and learning more about Chinese thinking, tactics, techniques and procedures. In being iterative, and acknowledging the paradoxical nature of strategy, each step may build from the previous, but could need to change to succeed.

Each measured step focuses on limited operational objectives that broadly align with the overarching grand strategic goal. This could possibly be to encourage the Communist Party to move towards the ‘playing by the rules China’ future noted in the previous chapter. The forward planning approach means that each small step is considered independently in terms of risk of escalation and in its individual operational concept.\textsuperscript{136}

\section*{Grey-Zone Strategic Response Planning Issues}

The specific implementation of the measured forward planning approach depends on the context. The approach is simply a framework to apply to a problem. In the Chinese grey-zone case there are several issues that might usefully inform such an application.

First, China’s grey-zone actions occur within a deliberately protracted campaign. Countering it using a measured forward planning approach will, by design, be similarly protracted. Such a counter-campaign ‘is likely to persist for years, generating occasionally

\footnotesize
\begin{flushleft}

\textsuperscript{136} Ilan Goldenberg, et al, \textit{op.cit.}, pp. 10-11.
\end{flushleft}
clear advances, frequent reversals, and no final objective outcomes." Such a potentially drawn-out operation will be taxing for all, not least because of the extra people, funds and equipment required during the long process. To add to the gloom are concerns over the possible need to become a garrison state to adequately repel China’s grey-zone activities.

Second, an important part of a successful grey-zone counter may be the capability to respond quickly to new developments. Allowing for a new Chinese grey-zone step to become the accepted new norm may make reversing it, or even registering disapproval, problematic. Responding in a timely manner may mean establishing adequate policy mechanisms to coordinate crises. Moreover, being timely suggests developing and exercising various scenarios before the new grey-zone development occurs so decisionmakers and analysts in some future time of crisis can quickly access considered possible responses.

The development of these responses may involve using wargames of varying fidelity. A rigorous procedure of wargaming the reactions of numerous participants can suggest how the situation may evolve and the possible outcomes. Even if this assessment of the future proves inaccurate, such wargaming will allow high-quality analysis of the potential political and military risks associated with each operation.

Third, high quality intelligence is an essential element. This is both quantitative intelligence of the battlespace in terms of detailed information about each participating military unit and civilian entity, and qualitative intelligence about each of the various actors so as to understand how they will react. Given this, there will be a good

137 Michael Mazarr, op. cit., p. 66.

138 Lyle J. Morris, Michael J. Mazarr, Jeffrey W. Hornung, Stephanie Pezard, Anika Binnendijk, Marta Kepe, Gaining Competitive Advantage in the Gray Zone, Santa Monica: RAND Corporation, 2019, p.130.

139 Ilan Goldenberg, et al, op.cit., p. 11.
understanding of the military and political dynamics shaping the situation as it evolves. This element though makes it important to have sufficient intelligence resources, collection systems and skilled analysts available.

Fourth, the legal environment is continually changing and this may include adjustments to the laws and norms in use. For example, grey-zone actions try to stay below the conflict threshold and so, while they may be coercive and aggressive, may not meet the legal standards of armed attack that allow retaliation under the UN Article 51’s right of self-defence.\textsuperscript{140} Even though, the grey-zone is a poorly defined environment in terms of legal standards and judgments, it may still lead to the creation, intended or not, of new customary laws and norms. Such changes may alter the escalation calculus for all involved.

Fifth, the geo-strategic environment is dynamic. Over the protracted grey-zone period, China is salami-slicing its way towards building a new regional strategic environment. China’s actions may then progressively undermine the utility of earlier strategies and plans that focussed on achieving defined outcomes.\textsuperscript{141} Elaborate and possibly practised contingency plans for large-scale regional conflict may become irrelevant as China’s grey-zone activities change the geo-strategic settings. China’s new island airbases in the South China Sea for example have created a new geo-strategic reality.

Sixth, in matters of force development, investments in grey-zone capabilities should generally acquire a wide range of different means. Being dominant in a single area is likely to be less important than baseline capabilities across many mutually supporting ones.\textsuperscript{142} Grey-zone activities by their nature can be readily realigned to make

\textsuperscript{140} Michael Mazarr, \textit{op. cit.}, pp. 65-66.

\textsuperscript{141} Michael Mazarr, \textit{op. cit.}, pp. 87-88.

\textsuperscript{142} \textit{Ibid.}, p. 133.
a particularly impressive capability of an opponent of little use when countering the other’s grey-zone actions. A wide range of means is more difficult for unfriendly grey-zone activities to work around and gives greater response flexibility.

Seventh, the approach would be most effective if it was complemented by involving regional actors diplomatically so as to create the political manoeuvre space for timely action.143 Broad-based consultations with regional partners would create a favourable political environment, ensure worries over possible unwanted escalation were addressed, public statements were consistent and harmonised, and the timing of media messages was coordinated.

Finally, in addition to diplomacy, selective institution building may be undertaken to develop mechanisms for resolving grey-zone crises. These may feature military-to-military deconfliction hotlines between all involved - including China - in areas of grey-zone tensions so as to help avoid unwanted military escalation and accidents. Institution building may also incorporate expanded ways to share information among partner armed forces and militaries, an expansion of military-to-military contacts and formalised systems for passing appropriate real-time intelligence.144

**Tailored Deterrence**

The measured forward planning approach favours a tailored type of deterrence. To achieve success, Chinese grey-zone activities integrate a number of different means across multiple domains. For example, in the South China Sea the so-called ‘cabbage strategy’ can
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144 Mazarr, *op.cit.*, p. 129.
include commercial fishing boats, the armed maritime militia, fisheries patrol vessels, Coast Guard ships and naval warships of various types, PLAN and PLAAF aircraft, and at times oil rig platforms. These may all operate in conjunction with social media campaigns, radio misdirection, cyberwarfare and GPS interference. This array of means when combined are much more formidable in prosecuting a grey-zone action than individually.

A tailored deterrence approach might accept this and not try to deter the grey-zone activity as a whole. Instead, such a concept might aim to disaggregate the collective threat into individual non-supporting means and then deter specific vulnerable components of China’s grey zone operation as was practical.\textsuperscript{145} Such tailored deterrence could be further customised among the various regions in which China is undertaking grey-zone activities. The land border with India, the South China Sea and the Senkaku Islands all feature different types of grey-zone activities, although all strive to advance incrementally. The general ways to tailor the deterrence of grey-zone activities include:\textsuperscript{146}

1. \textit{Disaggregating the local grey-zone strategy}. This constructs a tailored deterrence tactic targeting specific elements of the local grey-zone campaign. It involves not deterring grey-zone activities as a whole but rather at an individual element or action level, such as Coast Guard vessels, PLAN maritime reconnaissance aircraft or GPS interference.

2. \textit{Seeking marginal gains}. Just as the impact of grey-zone activities stems from the cumulative effect of carefully coordinated


\textsuperscript{146} These four sub-paragraphs draw on: \textit{Ibid.}, pp. 43-44.
actions, tailored deterrence aims to tip the balance in small steps. The most viable approach is to seek these marginal gains through targeting accessible vulnerabilities. This may have the greatest impact if it is possible to target those specific assets central to China’s local grey-zone campaign.

3. **Thinking performatively about the best means to deter.** A deterrence posture may be best built around the defending elements considered most likely to be useable in a grey-zone situation, rather than around the most capable elements in terms of dispensing punishment. These most capable defending elements may not be credible to Chinese decision-makers as they may hold them unlikely to be used given worries over unwanted escalation. This returns to the idea of declaring red lines and whether the entity being deterred thinks the retribution promised if the red lines are crossed is improbable in a time of resilient peace.

4. **Focus on the decision-makers involved.** Central to all successful deterrence is understanding those who it is wished to deter. The specific decision-makers at the various levels controlling a local grey-zone activity may have goals, motivations and vulnerabilities that can be discerned and exploited to inform a tailored deterrence strategy. The more these actors can be understood, the more tailored the deterrence measures can be made and the more effective they will be.

Against the complicated, incrementalist Chinese grey-zone approach the best deterrence posture may be to deter whatever is feasible, as effectively as is practical. The tailoring of the deterrence posture and the adoption of the forward planning approach are both then in harmony with the incremental Chinese grey-zone approach. The overall intent is to frustrate, undermine, and deny the individual Chinese elements being used in a collective manner in the local
grey-zone actions. As frustrations mount up, these may tip the balance away from grey-zone activities being an attractive option for Chinese statecraft.

Responses and Escalations

Any response to a grey-zone activity carries some risk of escalation. There is however a large opportunity space between a response being undertaken and starting a large-scale conflict. There is not an either/or choice between a grey-zone response and major war, but rather a broad continuum where off-ramps can be taken and deescalation occur. An imagined worst-case scenario is not just often the least likely but also does not allow for the agency of the parties involved.

As earlier noted, Chinese grey-zone activities assume a resilient peace. Moreover, China undoubtedly values its status as a legitimate and respected member of the international system. It is unlikely to abandon concern about such status in exchange for some unrestrained, aggressive reaction to a grey-zone pushback.147 Moreover, China also probably wishes to avoid other nations becoming so alarmed by its actions that they move to balance against China and possibly form military alliances. In South East Asia for example, some states with minor concerns are hedging but they could move sharply into balancing and military build ups if today’s resilient peace was perceived as being broken by China.148 In this way, making a response
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to a Chinese grey-zone action can shift the risk and cost calculus onto China and away from the responder.

Even so, responding to a Chinese grey-zone action requires being able to accept and take calculated risks. A recent study of Israel’s’ grey-zone actions summed up such issues in noting that:

> taking risks does not mean being reckless, which is precisely what the Trump administration did when it killed Qassim Soleimani and nearly triggered a direct military conflict. The risk of every operation needs to be evaluated, but there is certainly some space for manoeuvring between doing nearly nothing and killing one of Iran’s most important military leaders.\(^{149}\)

In considering the type of response, there are several interlocking factors. In terms of proportionality, not all of China’s grey-zone activities have the same equal significance for regional allies and partners, or for global norms.\(^{150}\) A large response in some circumstances may appear to be an unwanted overreaction to many. In that regard, a grey-zone response as part of a measured forward planning approach is seeking a small win, not a decisive victory and can be designed accordingly. Indeed, it may be more efficacious in some situations to use positive as well as negative measures; balancing ‘carrot’ and ‘stick’ may bring better results than stick alone.\(^{151}\)

There are further issues of horizontal versus vertical responses. A vertical response is a symmetric one that is inherently escalatory. In contrast, a horizontal response is asymmetric and may be undertaken in any domain and be of any type, such as using a targeted information response on Chinese social media to a foreign fishing vessel arrest by the Chinese Coast Guard. Such asymmetric responses increase the
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offending country’s target ‘surface area’ through accessing a wider range of vulnerabilities. Moreover, this cuts back to deterrence and red lines in that low-level, horizontal threats of retaliatory action in defined circumstances may be more credible because they are easier to implement.\textsuperscript{152}

Lastly there are matters of messaging. A government could be silent about whether China has committed a grey-zone action and if a response has been made. In not announcing a response, China’s public standing would not be adversely impacted, thus avoiding encouraging it to take a strong counter-response that might escalate tensions.

Such messaging is not about denying a response was made at all. After tensions cool, a strategic leaks campaign into regional media could signal deterrence postures and pass other messages to China and other nations in the region. Such leaks though would aim to not be needlessly inflammatory. An example of such a misstep was the Chinese diplomatic staff passing a list of 14 demands to the Australian media; this served simply to fruitlessly exacerbate international tensions and incite a negative response.\textsuperscript{153} In another example, the study of Israel’s grey-zone actions (mentioned earlier) observed that the USA in 2019 actively publicised its potential responses to Iran provocations:

In almost every instance of increasing tensions with Iran, President Trump tweeted provocative language that only increased the likelihood of escalation. He consistently took credit for any US operation against Iran. For example, after the

\textsuperscript{152} Ibid., pp. 56.
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Iranian shootdown of a U.S. drone in June 2019, the president very publicly threatened a harsh response, saying Iran will “find out they made a very big mistake,” thus escalating. He then pulled it back, likely undermining U.S. deterrence by sending a confusing message to Iran regarding the U.S. commitment to push back on its activities.\textsuperscript{154}

\section*{Australian Defence Aspects}

The Australian War College’s 2019 Perry Group examined grey-zone operations from an Australian perspective. The group considered that Australia’s grey-zone policy should be led and coordinated by an augmented National Security Division of the Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet (PM&C). PM&C is appropriate given grey-zone activities and responses are inherently whole-of-government, and can be whole-of-society. In a similar vein, the group suggested the Office of National Intelligence (ONI), as the peak analytical intelligence body, should be responsible for the national understanding of Chinese and others’ grey-zone activities.\textsuperscript{155}

PM&C and ONI however are not well-placed to develop the necessary implementing strategies, doctrines and operational procedures and processes. With regard to these, Mazarr noted that:

\begin{quote}
\text{To begin with, \textit{[a nation]}...should build concepts of operations for grey-zone conflicts, broad theories of success and planned}\end{quote}

\begin{flushright}\textsuperscript{154} Ilan Goldenberg, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 14.\end{flushright}

approaches for employing a range of tools for combined effect. Grey-zone campaigns are complex, integrated endeavours, and stumbling into one without a clear sense of how one intends to employ available tools is a prescription for failure.\textsuperscript{156}

The complicated whole-of-government nature of grey-zone operations means no single Department is an obvious candidate to undertake the response planning and implementation tasks. For the rather different US governmental structure, Mazarr suggests that a new office be established in the State Department (equivalent to Australia’s Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade) or in the National Security Council at the White House. This new office would include seconded military officers, civilian experts in non-military instruments of power, and academics knowledgeable about the application of coercive diplomacy.\textsuperscript{157} Where such a grey-zone response office should be located in the Australian governmental structure is uncertain, but the need for such an office to undertake the tasks noted is undoubted.

In delving lower down into the Department of Defence, the Perry Group decided that the ADF needed to ‘develop an awareness of grey-zone activities’ and include them in the ADF’s exercise program and professional military education system. The ADF should also teach campaign planning to other government departments and agencies. In addition, an ADF-specific counter grey-zone concept and military strategy should be devised and a joint doctrine developed ‘to counter the long-term nature of persistent grey-zone activities.’\textsuperscript{158}

Regarding this, Mazarr considers the writing of doctrine might be problematic given that grey-zone activities do not meet the traditional criteria for warfare. He thought that the grey-zone challenge was

\textsuperscript{156} Michael Mazarr, \textit{op.cit.}, p. 133.

\textsuperscript{157} Michael Mazarr, \textit{op.cit.}, p. 133.

particular to its nature, meaning that response doctrines might need to differ somewhat to existing conventional warfare ones.\textsuperscript{159} On the other hand, the task of writing grey-zone doctrine may be somewhat eased by the access to the PLA’s advice from its Academy of Military Science (see Chapter One) on how to conduct such non-war military activities. The book has 20 pages solely devoted to this topic with other relevant advice scattered across its hundreds of other pages.\textsuperscript{160}

A final area is worth considering. An Australian response to Chinese Grey-zone activities is very likely to, in turn, lead to Chinese cyber intrusions against Australian governments, companies and non-governmental organisations. Given this, it may be prudent to prepare the civilian domain for such an event. A great deal of work on this is already underway on strengthening Australia’s national cyber defences.

In addition to such actions, Braw suggests exercises be held involving government, industry and business concerning responding to fictional cyber intrusion scenarios related to grey-zone activities. She suggests motivating private sector participation through giving participating companies some ISO-style certification if they complete at least one such grey-zone exercise. The need for such exercises is driven by its high likelihood but also because building resilience will deter illicit cyber intrusions in the first place.\textsuperscript{161}

\textsuperscript{159} Michael Mazarr, \textit{op.cit}, p.65.


Conclusion

The grey-zone paradigm is a novel one and so perhaps the counter to it might also need to be. The suggested measured forward planning approach that evolves over time might be a protracted option but does offer opportunities to leave and adopt another if a future circumstance necessitates.

This chapter has looked at planning and organisational measures that might begin to help address Chinese grey-zone activities. This discussion though is somewhat static in effectively taking a snapshot of today not a long-term perspective leaning into tomorrow. The next chapter looks into the future and accordingly includes some proposed technological innovations that might be helpful. In this regard, grey-zone characteristics of being protracted and incremental can be made to work in our favour.
China's Enduring Grey-Zone Challenge
There are many possibilities when considering how the air and space domains might be used to counter Chinese grey-zone activities both today and into the future. To help structure such thinking, the three horizons model can be useful. The first horizon is today’s way of doing business that forms the foundation for the future, the second is the medium term that builds from today and represents achievable change, while the third is longer term and envisions a new and different future.162

This chapter discusses air and space domain issues in the first, second and third horizon. Air policing, crisis hotlines, emerging technologies, today’s surveillance drones, and future interceptor uncrewed air vehicles all have potential as regards grey-zone responses for today and tomorrow.

---
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Air Policing

Over the next decade, China is likely to impose an air defence identification zone (ADIZ) on parts of the South China Sea (see Chapter 3). A situation may arise that is broadly similar to that encountered over the Senkaku Islands today and where Japan is having difficulty in maintaining a continual air policing posture.

The RAAF could periodically contribute fighter aircraft to support Japan’s air policing activities. This would assist a strategic partner develop expertise in such practices useful for any future Chinese ADIZ declaration in the South China Sea and improve its knowledge of Chinese air tactics, techniques and procedures. The occasional deployment of several RAAF fighters to an airbase in Japan would leverage off the Japanese air defence network, experience and support infrastructure. Such a deployment would use the valuable air training opportunities the PLAAF and PLAN provide in flying aircraft into the East China Sea on a daily basis.

The most suitable fighter aircraft for a RAAF deployment would be the F/A-18F Super Hornet rather than the newer F-35. Although the JASDF is operating the F-35, it considers the F-15 better suited for air policing and quick-reaction scrambles role noting, ‘The F-35 is not suitable for emergency lift-off, and it will become difficult to maintain the same [scramble] system as before’. A Super Hornet deployment might also include a KC-30A air refuelling aircraft to support such air policing through extending the endurance of fighters operating over the more distant parts of the East China Sea.
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In time, such a deployment might grow to include the E-7A Wedgetail airborne early warning and control aircraft. The JASDF currently uses E-767 and E-2C/D aircraft for this role and, as with the F-15 squadrons, being supplemented by a RAAF aircraft occasionally would be valuable. A unique contribution might be periodically deploying two EA-18G Growler aircraft as part of the Super Hornet air policing package. This would helpfully train Growler crews in a real-world heavy electronic environment crowded with radar systems of various types.

The Super Hornets, Growler and Wedgetail units would all benefit from taking advantage of the air training opportunities that PLAAF and PLAN air units provide daily in the East China Sea. After becoming aware that they were giving very valuable, free training to RAAF aircrews, the PLAAF and PLAN may reduce their rate of operations. Notably, ADIZ intrusions occur at higher rates towards the end of each month, indicating they are part of an established Chinese military training schedule. The RAAF replicating how PLAAF and PLAN use the JASDF might be most useful.

Crisis Hot Line

In this decade, the PLAAF and PLAN will most likely deploy an increasing number of military aircraft to the southern South China Sea and base them for varying periods of time on the three island airbases. The airspace will become more crowded and the possibility of an air incident will increase. Such incidents if mishandled could lead to an inadvertent crisis and even potentially military escalation. It may be prudent to begin discussions with the PLAAF and PLAN on formal risk
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management initiatives. As these could be expected to take some time to agree on and implement, commencing talks early is important.\footnote{Asia Society Policy Institute Independent Commission On Regional Security Architecture, \textit{Preserving the Long Peace in Asia: The Institutional Building Blocks of Long-Term Regional Security}, New York: Asia Society Policy Institute, September 2017, p. 14.}

Such an initiative could be undertaken under the aegis of the Five Power Defence Arrangement (FPDA) between Australia, Malaysia, New Zealand, Singapore and the UK. The 50-year old FPDA is currently constrained to peninsular Malaysia and includes maritime and air defence exercises.\footnote{Euan Graham, ‘The Five Power Defence Arrangements at 50: what next?’, \textit{IISS}, 10 December 2020, \url{https://www.iiss.org/blogs/analysis/2020/12/five-power-defence-arrangements}.} The large Bersma Lima joint service exercises are held annually under the auspices of the FPDA with the 2021 series possibly including the new British aircraft carrier, HMS Queen Elizabeth and its F-35B fighters.\footnote{Ahmad Syah Ejaz Ismail, ‘Ensuring freedom of navigation’, \textit{New Straits Times}, 13 March 2021, \url{https://www.nst.com.my/opinion/columnists/2021/03/673374/ensuring-freedom-navigation}.}

As a multilateral organisation, FPDA would carry more weight than any single nation in working with China to devise risk-management procedures. This could include installing a hotline between the FPDA command facilities and similar Chinese facilities in the South China Sea so as to both occasionally trial agreed rules and if necessary coordinate responses to an air incident.

There may be some national sensitivities in the FPDA agreeing risk-management rules with China given its island air bases are beyond peninsular Malaysia. However, Malaysia has begun military exercises with other countries in East Malaysia and may be open to
discussing the matter. Recent flights by PLAAF transport aircraft deep into Malaysia’s EEZ, around East Malaysia, may also make the use of the FPDA institution for risk management an attractive option to consider.

Over the next several years Chinese military air operations in the South China Sea are nonetheless likely to spread west and butt up against the FPDA region. While there is time and before a crisis, it would be prudent to begin agreeing with PLAAF and PLAN risk management rules, including perhaps installing a crisis coordination hotline.

**Surveillance Drone Deployments**

Surveillance drone technology now offers some new options for countering grey-zone activities. This technology is neatly encapsulated in the 12 MQ-9B Sky Guardian and seven MQ-4C Triton uncrewed aircraft systems being acquired for the RAAF.

In 2020, the idea of grey-zone ‘deterrence by detection’ emerged. It assumed that countries undertaking grey-zone activities would be deterred if they knew they were under constant surveillance and that any actions would be widely and quickly publicised. Successful deterrence would not require that China’s or others’ grey-zone activities were always detected. Instead, the likelihood of detection
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should simply be sufficiently high enough to create uncertainty in a nation’s leadership groups.\textsuperscript{171} Moreover, publicising detected grey-zone activities would not need to include any conclusions or normative assessments. Simple warning of such activities occurring would be sufficient for ‘deterrence by detection’ to operate.

The concept of deterrence by detection could be realised using a network of MQ-9B and MQ-4C uncrewed aircraft systems to maintain real-time, persistent surveillance in important geographic areas. In Australia’s situation, the most important area to monitor is the southern part of the South China Sea where China has built several new islands that have now been militarised.

Analysing the operational requirements and the uncrewed aircrafts’ capabilities suggests that such surveillance could be met with the low number of systems Australia is acquiring. Persistent surveillance around the Spratly Islands in the southern South China Sea could be achieved by maintaining one MQ-9B on station (from four online) and complemented by periodic sweeps across the whole southern South China Sea by one MQ-4C (again from four online).\textsuperscript{172}

\textit{In extremis}, this surveillance could be undertaken from northern Australian airbases. However, it would be considerably easier if drones were deployed into South East Asia, especially the shorter-ranged MQ-9Bs. These small turbo-prop aircraft only require a minor civil airfield to operate from and so could be flown out of various locations in Brunei, East Malaysia, the Philippines or the Natuna Islands. However, with Malaysia’s central role in the FPDA, East Malaysia may be preferred, with Kota Kinabalu a possibility. The Royal Malaysian Navy’s Eastern Command is located at Kota Kinabalu and small Sea

\begin{footnotesize}

\textsuperscript{172} \textit{Ibid.}, p. 32.
\end{footnotesize}

An important issue with such surveillance is that to deter most successfully, the information gained must be shared. In the South China Sea, this would mean sharing among the local states involved, especially Vietnam, Malaysia, Indonesia, Brunei and the Philippines. Such sharing would provide all with a common picture of potentially concerning activity in their area of interest. There could also be a case for sharing with China.

As deterrence by detection relies on being visible, all regional states must know that the area is being continually monitored for indications and warnings of grey-zone activities. Presumably, China would also ‘watch the watchers’ but, in doing so, would use resources that might otherwise be employed for grey-zone purposes. In this, the high vulnerability of the MQ-9B drone to air defence systems becomes a useful attribute. While this low performance air vehicle cannot be perceived as a highly capable offensive weapon system, at the same time attacking the drone is discouraged as it would escalate regional tensions.\footnote{Thomas G. Mahnken, et al, \textit{op.cit.}, p. 20.} The MQ-9B is visibly a more non-confrontational platform than most manned military aircraft.

Using the low-cost MQ-9B would also allow a semi-permanent, readily sustainable, low-end presence to be maintained in the area. Currently, for cost and crewing reasons, high-end, large warships or small naval task groups are only occasionally deployed into the southern part of the South China sea. A semi-permanent deployment of 4-5 MQ-9Bs there would provide a robust grey-zone activity
surveillance capability while being sufficiently permanent to politically reassure regional nations of Australia’s enduring commitment.

Ideally, over time, regional nations would acquire small numbers of MQ-9Bs and become an active participant in the maritime grey-zone surveillance network. For their part, the Europeans have developed a model whereby several nations come together to acquire and operate high-end surveillance platforms like the E-3 airborne warning and control system aircraft and the RQ-4 Global Hawk, the uncrewed aircraft from which the RAAF’s new MQ-4 was derived. This model would be difficult to replicate in the ASEAN region as such aircraft are technically advanced and very costly, but the comparative simplicity of the MQ-9B and its low cost may make a scaled-down regional sharing approach feasible. Australia could initiate discussions about such a possibility. Simply exploring such an idea amongst regional nations would be in itself a grey-zone response.

SECOND HORIZON

In the second horizon, about five years hence, new technological options could be developed optimised for grey-zone response missions and then fielded when circumstances required. Such technologies would be those already in an advanced stage of development, around technology readiness Level 7 or greater, and thus able to be brought into limited service quickly. This would be an application of emerging prototype warfare concepts to meet the current and evolving grey-zone challenges.¹⁷⁵

Chinese grey-zone activities can be innovative and imaginative especially in the use of non-military equipment and the capabilities of its state-owned enterprises. Accordingly, conventional military forces equipped to fight major wars may not have the best capabilities at hand to respond to new and unexpected Chinese grey-zone challenges. Being able to quickly access new low-cost technological solutions optimised for the specific grey-zone challenge encountered in a particular region might be very useful.

The ADF already has a range of organisations and processes in place to find potentially useful new Australian technologies including the Defence Innovation Hub, Army Innovation Days, Navy Warfare Innovation Workshops and Air Force Plan Jericho. Using this formalised system, challenge statements could be sent out to local Australian industry to find and then present possible solutions to grey-zone activity issues. The intent would be for the ADF to be as dynamic and innovative in grey-zone matters as China is today.

Six technology areas exist where rapid prototype solutions might have value.

First, artificial intelligence (AI) and big data analytics could be developed to assess and fuse data collected from various commercial and military sources to provide a comprehensive, near real-time picture of activities in the southern portion of the South China Sea. The use of AI could also allow such a system to predict, with varying degrees of precision, the movements and actions of various ships and aircraft operating in that area. Such a system could be designed to provide the fused data picture quickly to regional partners — and possibly the Chinese Coast Guard and PLA — to help avoid accidents, aid oceanic management activities and, if necessary, highlight

grey-zone actions as they begin. Moreover, there would be the option of giving everybody access to the picture through putting it up on the internet. This would be very useful in the difficult task of South China Sea fisheries management and in preventing further environmental damage especially through over fishing and reef destruction.

Second, robotic autonomous systems (RAS) have great potential for improving southern South China Sea surveillance. As well as using drones, the RAS envisaged here would involve drifting or propelled surface or sub-surface sensor-equipped robots collecting and feeding data into the earlier described maritime surveillance system. Such a RAS application has been examined in a recent publication.177

Third, secure navigation and communication systems are likely to become increasingly important. As discussed earlier, there is a possibility of GPS jamming and spoofing in some Chinese grey-zone futures. Having a counter-capability at hand would allow a quick response to this threat if it arose and may indeed be sufficient to deter such jamming. In that regard, communications signals, including Wi-Fi, can also be jammed or spoofed for service denial or misdirection, although it can be hard to determine an attack is underway and then locate the source. Specialist technology can assist in countering such attacks but it needs to be combined with adequate operator training.178

Fourth, there is a need to devise counter-deception techniques. Chinese ships have apparently started to use deceptive tactics including going ‘dark’ by turning off automatic identification systems (AIS) and by using fishing boats to conduct covert surveillance operations. British research agency QinetiQ considers that to counter this, new
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178 Confidence in Chaos, *op.cit.*, p. 12
signals intelligence technology able to identify suspicious activity and determine intent is needed. The agency believes that such equipment might be best carried by low-observable airborne and sub-surface uncrewed vehicles, given crewed platforms risk escalating tensions.\textsuperscript{179}

An emerging alternative might be nanosats optimised to surveil grey-zone operations; these could be either nationally developed and launched, or accessed from commercial providers. Such alternatives are feasible because technological advances driven by the fourth industrial revolution are dramatically lowering the costs of space operations. New Zealand’s Rocket Lab, now launching from the North Island, exemplifies the possibilities. The company-designed two-stage rocket is constructed using carbon-composites and includes 10 engines built using additive manufacturing; the rocket can insert about 220kg into orbits of 300-700km for about $5m.\textsuperscript{180} In March 2021, Rocket Lab launched the experimental M2 CubeSat surveillance satellites developed in a collaboration between UNSW Canberra Space and the RAAF.\textsuperscript{181}

An example of the payloads that such rockets could launch is the Kelos Scouting Mission nanosat (<10kg weight) that uses radio frequency sensors to detect, identify and geolocate concealed maritime activity, such as fishing vessels with inactive AIS.\textsuperscript{182} Such performance at an affordable cost means middle powers like Australia

\textsuperscript{179} Confidence in Chaos, \textit{op.cit.}, p. 43.
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can increasingly launch and operate their own national space-based systems to counter surface vessel-deception techniques.\(^\text{183}\)

The ADF could use Australian-developed nanosats to provide data to help build a difficult-to-deceive picture of grey-zone activities underway across the southern South China Sea. The nanosats would be designed for the specific grey-zone deception activities of most concern and then be launched into the optimum orbits. Moreover, as the grey-zone activities steadily evolved, new nanosats could be quickly devised and launched.

Fifth, novel systems to meet new challenges that future Chinese grey-zone activities present may need to be made available. There is some interest in directed energy systems that can disrupt and disable commercial, off-the-shelf communications and computer systems using high powered radio frequency technology.\(^\text{184}\) Such systems do not damage structures or endanger humans. This non-kinetic approach could be useful in stressful grey-zone situations where a quick response is necessary but the possibility of escalation needed controlling.

Lastly, Clark et al suggest using offensive electronic warfare as a new rung on the escalation ladder.\(^\text{185}\) The concept envisages degrading or deceiving Chinese radar systems ranging from long-range air surveillance radars located on several of the recently built islands, to missile targeting radars on PLAN warships, to Chinese Coast Guard
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surface search radars and fishing vessel navigation radar. An advantage of offensive electronic warfare is its precision in allowing specific radars to be impacted only as a grey-zone response plan requires. A carefully graduated approach can be used that signals resolve and if needs be intent, permitting escalation control. Being non-kinetic, offensive electronic warfare poses no physical danger to aircraft, ships, infrastructure or people.

The RAAF is developing a comprehensive electronic warfare capability making such an offensive use plausible. Some problems arise though because Chinese aircraft or ships could misinterpret the use of electronic warfare as a precursor to an imminent attack. Jamming naval warship fire-control radar in particular is considered a hostile act. A further problem is that no military service wishes to reveal some of its best capabilities except in a war or very serious crisis. The true potential of a nation's electronic warfare systems is usually a closely guarded secret that would not willingly be revealed in peacetime.

The idea of prototype warfare might fall between the pros and cons of the debate. Single-role electronic warfare systems could be devised using commercial off-the-shelf technology which, while unsuitable for major conflicts, could be successful for a short time in some grey-zone situations. Such systems might be optimised for surface surveillance radars and so not used for fire control fitted to Chinese Coast Guard and fishing vessels. Degrading such non-military radars might send a message in a tense grey-zone and make it harder for the Coast Guard and fishing vessels to escalate their activities. However, such prototype warfare systems would be compromised by revealing their operation and may thus be able to be used only once.
The South China Sea can be anticipated to become an area of future intrusive Chinese air operations.

Chinese grey-zone air activities have caused the JASDF considerable problems as discussed earlier. This can be seen as a warning to regional air forces of the difficulties the PLAAF and PLAN could create for them as Chinese grey-zone activities steadily expand. The greatest difficulty is the need to continually launch fighter aircraft to verify the identity of the intruder and to buttress national airspace sovereignty claims. UAVs may offer a partial way to address this problem.

A UAV designed for the air policing mission would not need to be armed but instead simply be able to collect and then pass imagery of the intruder aircraft intercepted to a distant command centre. Several high-performance UAVs are already flying, making developing an air vehicle capable of being commanded to intercept an approaching aircraft initially detected by a ground-based long-range air surveillance

\[186\] Mercedes Trent, *op.cit.*, p. 6.
radar, a straightforward engineering task. While the UAV would need a short-range sensor to find, approach and accurately track the intruder, it would not need to be designed for extensive manoeuvring. The new Australian loyal wingman design might be eminently suitable for air policing.

In being simpler than a crewed fighter, such a UAV may also be able to operate from small, sparse airfields close to the grey-zone area where the PLAAF and PLAN aircraft are operating. In such a role, the purpose-built UAV could be relatively small and perhaps more like a missile than an aircraft. For example, USAF’s experimental XQ-58A Valkyrie UAV becomes airborne from a static launcher and lands vertically using a parachute; there are proposals for basing this UAV in relocatable shipping containers. Such technology may allow new air power concepts with air policing UAVs in launch containers distributed
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over a wide area, and with the nearest UAV being commanded to launch to identify an intruder as it approached.\textsuperscript{190}

An uncrewed aircraft may also be less provocative than scrambling an armed crewed fighter aircraft. This may help keep the grey-zone situation at a lower level of tension. However, emerging norms are changing the overall dynamic somewhat, as they may make an intruder aircraft shooting down an air policing UAV not a reason to escalate and so more likely.

Today, shooting down a crewed aircraft in peacetime in international airspace is improbable given the perceived high penalties of global disdain and the possibility of unintentionally starting a war. UAVs appear different in that the US accepted the loss of a Global Hawk UAV to an Iranian Surface to Air Missile system in 2019 without responding.\textsuperscript{191} This may have set a behavioural norm.

In the same vein, downing a UAV in international airspace may be done deliberately in an attempt to gain technical intelligence on the UAV and its surveillance systems. Parts of the Global Hawk drone were recovered by Iran thus allowing detailed inspection.\textsuperscript{192} Several years earlier, Iran had also recovered a USAF RQ-170 Sentinel reconnaissance UAV, reversed engineered it, and put a copy into service, just as they

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{190} See also Peter Layton, ‘Fighting Artificial Intelligence Battles’, \emph{op.cit.}, pp. 72-73.
\end{flushleft}

This shootdown, retrieval, inspection, copy and manufacture process may become customary. The possibly of a peacetime compromise of an air policing UAV would need to be considered regarding both its design and how it operates in a grey-zone.

On the other hand, it is very likely that China will also begin to employ UAVs in a grey-zone air intrusion role. These are likely to be electronic surveillance UAVs collecting technical intelligence information on the ground-based sensors used to detect and track it, and on air policing crewed aircraft. Such electronic surveillance UAVs would be of lower cost than large crewed aircraft and have a much longer range. The PLAAF reportedly currently operates the Guizhou WZ-7 Soar Dragon high-altitude, long-range surveillance drone from Hainan Island bordering the South China Sea.\footnote{Wonjune Hwang, ‘Development of Peoples’ Republic of China’s Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and Its Impact on the East China Sea,’\textit{International Journal of China Studies}, Vol. 11, No. 1, June 2020, pp. 121-144, p. 132, 135, 137.} Improved versions of the WZ-7 may be able to operate from China’s southern South China Sea airbases and conduct electronic surveillance across the northern Australia region by 2030.

Beyond 2030, air policing UAVs may be intercepting Chinese surveillance UAVs in grey-zone regions on a regular basis. The problems possibly arising from this were previewed in 2013. In September of that year, a Chinese reconnaissance UAV intruded into Japanese airspace above the Senkaku Islands and a JASDF F-15 was scrambled in response. These led the Japanese government
to announce it would introduce new rules of engagement specific to drones. This allowed any foreign UAVs intruding into Japanese territorial airspace to be potentially engaged if warnings for it to leave were ignored. In response, the Chinese government warned that shooting down an intruding Chinese UAV could be regarded as ‘an act of war.’ The standoff continues but the emerging norm after the 2019 Iranian Global Hawk shoot seems to make the Japanese drone rules of engagement a possible glimpse of the future.

**Conclusion**

Given its long duration, the integrated campaign plan to counter China’s grey-zone activities should not include only measures to take now but also provide a roadmap for the uncertain future. This future will evolve as Chinese grey-zone activities change making the campaign plan dynamic, not simply ‘set and forget.’ The three horizons view gives such a plan a useful way to think about making the most of the next ten years and beyond. Time is always scarce and should not be wasted; others will not do so.

The first horizon incorporates the last chapter’s measured forward planning approach as well as the more tangible air policing, crisis hotline and surveillance drone deployment discussions of this chapter. The second and third horizon look further forward although increasing digitisation, the fourth industrial revolution, and prototype warfare could realise these ideas quickly if the integrated campaign plan decided. The Communist Party’s grey-zone approach is innovative. The solutions to it may also need to be.
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Conclusion

China’s grey-zone activities grind remorselessly on but in so doing educate all about grey-zone characteristics and create an opposing pushback. As is customary, the paradoxical nature of war applies in that those impacted by a damaging strategy will over time devise optimised counter-moves.

Today’s China is an interesting case in having a long tradition of strategic thinking that is in some respects quite different to contemporary Western strategic notions. Arguably, this difference is most evident in the early Chinese notion that strategies effectively have no endpoint. Time is a river that flows ever onwards; its path may be deflected but it cannot be made solely by our own actions into the tomorrow we want. If European strategic thinkers placed great emphasis on using one’s agency to shape the world, early Chinese strategic thinkers stressed exploiting the course the world was already on.

Given such a foundation, this is seemingly a great time for today’s Communist Party of China’s strategists. Gaining strategic advantage, or shi, deemed by some as the foundation of most Chinese actions in the international system, involves working mainly with the flow. China simply needs to manipulate what are seen as favourable trends to succeed.

The most important perceived trend is that ‘the East is rising, the West is in decline and the tide of history is flowing in China’s favour.’ Given such a foundation, several characteristics of the international system are apparent to Chinese strategists: the international system is becoming multipolar so providing abundant space for China to strategically manoeuvre within; China’s strongest card, economics, is
the dominant force shaping the world today, not military might; there is a resilient peace making major power war improbable; and modern Chinese culture is morally superior to others given its continually restated, long-standing predisposition towards peaceful interaction with all. China’s grey-zone activities are both made possible by these discerned trends and designed to reinforce them.

The Party’s strategists accordingly have created a grey-zone approach that leverages the trends to give China a persistent permanent strategic advantage over all others. Their grey-zone strategy is consequently incremental, slowly nibbling at the edges, making use of diverse military and non-military measures, being careful not to drive others into a major war, controlled at the highest Party levels and enduring. A pushback by another country may mean a temporary Chinese pullback, but the Party’s grey-zone strategists will be back better than ever having learnt from their short-term reversal. China’s particular grey-zone model is an approach that is a forever drain on the other, smaller country’s resources.

The happy times for Communist Party strategists may though be coming to an end. Their strategies are creating their own counter. Over the last few years there has been a steadily deepening concern about Chinese grey-zone activities. International attention is now focused on them and they have become of great global media interest. Countries are starting to take actions in response, reorient their defence force structures accordingly and, most worryingly for China, beginning to come together to act collectively.

Mirroring China’s incrementalism by responding with a measured forward planning approach might be effective and efficient. Each individual pushback taken would be a separate and discrete step in itself, evaluated for success after use, adjusted or abandoned as necessary, and a means to sense and understand the Chinese grey-zone environment.

The measured forward planning approach is not containment or even rollback in the territorial understanding of these words.
Instead, it's a response to an unwanted activity, leaving China with the unwelcome choice of other stopping its activity or moving to escalate. The latter is improbable given the success of China's grey-zone activities rely on today's peace holding. Escalation would globally signal a significant Communist Party failure. Nevertheless any pushback, even verbal complaints, carries risk and needs managing.

In terms of the life cycle of the strategy, Chinese grey-zone activities have arguably reached their Clausewitzian culminating point. The Party's chosen strategy has reached a point where it might have achieved the greatest effects for the effort expended. Beyond this point, greater efforts may well yield diminishing effects and bring only marginally greater benefits.

China could sense this and move to another strategy, hopefully abandoning its present course and shifting to the optimistic 'playing by the rules' future earlier discussed. On the other hand, the Party may double down, embracing some of the more gloomy futures also described. Chinese grey-zone activities may grow more aggressive and violent, as the recent deaths of Indian soldiers on its border with China suggest.

The future is uncertain and so prudence would suggest being prepared, both today and tomorrow, for good and bad possibilities. In this, we have perhaps much greater agency than early Chinese strategic thinkers would imagine.

---
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CHINA’S ENDURING GREY ZONE CHALLENGE

Over the last decade, China’s strategists have devised an imaginative grey-zone approach that leverages perceived fundamental geo-strategic trends to give China a persistent strategic advantage over others. This grey-zone strategy is incremental, slowly nibbling at the edges, making use of diverse military and non-military measures, being careful not to drive others into a major war, controlled at the highest Party levels and enduring. A pushback by another country may mean a temporary Chinese pullback, but China’s grey-zone strategists will be back better than ever having learnt from their short-term reversal.

Australia is now concerned by China’s ongoing grey-zone actions. In a key judgment, Australia’s Defence Strategic Update 2020 determined that, ‘Defence must be better prepared to respond to these activities, including by working more closely with other elements of Australia’s national power.’ This is no simple task. The Communist Party’s grey-zone approach is innovative. The solutions to it will also need to be.

This paper initially discusses the background to China’s contemporary grey-zone activities. This includes the conceptual frameworks within which China’s grey-zone operations fit and an examination of three current Chinese grey-zone activities: the seminal South China Sea activities, the air incursions in the East China Sea, and the violent clash between Indian and Chinese armed forces in the Ladakh region of the Himalayas. The paper’s second half moves forward in time to set out how China’s grey-zone operations may evolve over the next decade. This forms the basis for discussing strategic-level responses including a possible measured forward planning approach, deterrence concerns and organisational changes. The final chapter further narrows down into just air and space power matters and involves air policing, crisis hotlines, surveillance drones and emerging technology.